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Billy Ed Wheeler, whose hit song, "The Reverend
.......$
Iinlversity of
Mr. Black" has been on the top ten list for several weeks Volume Thirty-Two
Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, June
ity,
Lexington, Icy Aenfuc
• .Pc
13, 1963
now will play the role of "Mr. Rivers" in the forthcomNumber 24
ing outdoor drama "Stars In My Crown," at the Kenla
ke
Amphitheatre. Billy Ed was secured when Martin Ambrose, who originally was to have played the part,
was
selected for Mary Martin's Broadway play, "Jennie."
In a letter to Mrs. Paul WestBe sure to tune to WPSD-TV in Paducah on Fripheling, first vice-president of the drama association that is presentday,
June
14 at 12:15 p. m. for the Gene Compton news
ing "Stars," Mr. Ambrose wrote.
review. Mary Nelle Wright and Jo Westpheling will
Rail operating unions agreed Tuesday to a five-day lowing telegram to Wirtz:
June 6th
appear with Mr. Compton to show television scenes of expansion of the
Jottings
deadline in the railroad work rules "Please be advised the labor
"Dear Mrs. Westpheling,
the new amphitheatre and rehearsal scenes-from "Stars dispute and delayed the
organizations will cooperate."
threat of a nationwide strike
"I
had
In
looked
My
Crown
forwar
."
d to anuntil nekt week. If strike plans are carried out it will They also advised the railroads
From
other summer of outdoor drama,
of their decision at the start of
and in a part of my home state
Tickets for the opening performance of "Stars in mean work stoppage for nearly 400 employes employed new talks this morning.
where I'd never worked, but the
To speed the negotiations, the
My Crown," scheduled for June 22 in the neriv Kentucky locally by the Illinois Central Railroad.
opportunity to work in a Mary
session
L9cal
union
leade
rs
said that chances are "dim" mediat was limited to federal
Martin musical - especially at this Lake Amphitheatre, went on sale Monday, June 10, in
including Wirtz and his
that
the
natio
n
will witness a railroad strike, but it is represeors,
juncture in my life - well, it was Murray,Paducah, Mayfield, Aurora, Benton.Cadiz and
ntatives, the railroads and
,
likely that some concessions in jobs will be made by
a bit more than I could resist— Fulto
n.
the the two unions immediately affectalthough the work will be much
union
s
in
by the work rules issue: the
order
to
get
an
agree
ment
on
the demands ed
All tickets for the opening performance are unreless personally and dramatically
AFL-CIO Brotherhood of Locomomade
of
railro
ad
manag
ement
.
rewarding than playing Mr. Rivers served and all are $3 each.
tive Firemen and Enginemen and
and working with Hob (Burnet
Murray, the tickets will be sold at the "Stars in The railroads had agreed Mon- because they must take the initia- the independent Brotherhood of
In
By next week at this time I will Hobgood) again.
day night to the extension which
Locomotive Engineers.
"You've quite a performer com- My Crown" office at 510 Main Street; in Paducah at the Secretary of Labor W. Willard tive, by putting the disputed work
have butterflies in my stomach so
In telegrams to both sides, Wirtz
bad, I doubt if I will be able to ing down there in Billy Edd Melody Mart, 616 Broadway; in Mayfield at a place to Wirtz requested when it became rules into effect, before the five said "it is impera
tive that further
see straight. A project on which Wheeler. He is an outstanding be designated by Amphitheatre Committeemen Lon Bar- apparent no settlement could be operating unions can react
with a intensive negotiations
continue
I have been working, for so long I young entertainer in his own right, ton;
reached by the first deadline— strike.
without disruption of essential
in
Auror
Hitch
at
the
a
ing
Post;
in
Bento
place
at
a
n
as
well
as
one
of the "hottest"
can't remember, will open its
midnight Wednesday night
railroad service."
After
consultations
Monday
curtain for the first time. I can song writers on the top ten charts. to be designated by Robert Long; in Cadiz at a place to
Actually, the agremeent by the night and
He suggested that the deadline
a meeting early this
hardly believe that a wooded area The Kingston Trio recording of be designated by Smith Broadbent, Jr.; and in Fulton at railroa
ds
made
a
extended from 12:01 a. m.
be
strike
unlikel
y,
mornin
g, the unions sent the folthat I tromped over some 18 "The Reverend Mr. Black" is his the Fulton County News Office.
Thursday to 12:01 a. m. next Tuesmonths ago to select a site for song, and they're in the process
Arrangements for the sale of tickets for performday.
an amphitheatre, now has an am- of recording more of his tunes
t
hhaed even bee
& n
phitheatre, and a stage, and a now. Besides that, he has two ex- ances after the opening night will be announced later.

Opening Night Tickets On Sale
Al News For "Stars In My Crown" Nearly 400 Local Railroad Employees

Face Work Stoppage If Strike Carried Out

J0 s

Notebook

sound system, and some of the
most beautiful scenery I ever saw
and 1123 seats. With the help of
A LOT OF PEOPLE, the amphitheatre is now all ready to present
Dr. Kermit Hunter's "Stars In My
Crown," a dramatic and entertaining story of our own West Kentucky. The play opens on June
22 at 8 p. m.

1

Tueschly as I was hurrying to
get to the amphitheatre to see the
first dress rehearsal for the benefit
of a large group of national travel
editors, Mrs.
Herman Owens
brought me more than a dozen
costumes to take to the director.
Mrs. Owens, is the motherof Artie
Marie (Owens) Bondurant, a former Fulton girl, who is the chief
costumer for the show. When I
saw those costumes I got a lump
in my throat because I realized
that in just no time at all they will
be worn by more than 60 actors
and actresses who will take part
In the play. Mrs. Owens made the
costumes she brought me to deliver, and is currently making
many more.

cellent albums of his own songs,
folk and country, on Monitor records, a single release on United
Artists, plus a new album with
Joan Tolliver, on the same label.
She also shares one of the Monitor albums with him under her
married name, Sommer.
"Actually, for publicity purposes, I'm afraid Bill's a better
break for you than I — but it
doesn't hurt too much to say it,
for we're old friends. Once the
show is under way, he'll be quite
invaluable as a TV entertainer
and good-will ambassador.

"I'm sorry not to have gotten
home this summer to work with
Hob, but, as I explained to him, I
couldn't see losing such an opportunity. Fortunately, you've an
excellent Mr. Rivers after all, in
spite of the delay.
"With many hopes for a successful summer,
,

I am respectfully yours,
Martin Ambrose"
INDIVIDUAL SAFETY

Sabin Oral Polio Vaccine Provides syTohveerre
Lifelong Immunity: Get It June 301
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run out.
The Fulton County Medical As- he can still
The Labor Department had inbe a carrier of polio.
sociation, along with the Fulton Type III
of the three-dose Sabin sisted that the ban expired at
Young Men's Business Club and vaccine blocks
this and gives com- midnight tonight. Monday all parthe Hickman Chamber of Com- plete immuni
ties agreed that the deadline was
ty, he added.
merce, hopes to whip polio in this
midnight Tuesday.
Another factor, Dr. Ragsdale
County with a mass campaign of
After this deadline, the railTwo Fulton Illinois Central emoral vaccine immunization begin- said, is evidence so far indicates roads
Ferry-Morse Seed Company, ployees
will be free to do what they
, Roye F. Cocke, freight
that Sabin vaccine provides per- have
ning June 30.
Mountain View, California, has agent,
been trying to do for almost
and Carl C. Croft, clerk,
manent
immunity. "It is the type four years—put into effect
acquired the operations of AdAt a meeting held last night at
were presented with gold passes on
new
of vaccine expected to produce work
vance Seed Company of Phoenix, June
rules which will eliminate
6 at a luncheon held in the the Chamber of Commerce plans lifelon
g immunity," he said.
Arizona, effective May 1, 1963. Rex Palmer
the jobs of some 40,000 firemen on
House Red Lacquer Room were announced to provide Sabin
W. Grabill, president of Ferry- in Chicag
oral vaccine to all individuals.
freight
and yard trains. The
o.
The Young Men's Business Club
Morse, stated that this will expand
Dr. John W. Ragsdale, chair- will
unions have said they will call a
have
charge
The
present
ation
of
this
was made by man, is
program
and strengthen his company's posurging everyone to take east of the
railroad at Cayce and strike when the railroads put the
ition in major lines of high quali- Wayne A. Johnston, president of part in the program, regardless
of the Hickman Chamber of Com- new work rules into effect.
the I. C. in recognition of fifty
ty farm and grass seeds.
age and regardless of whether or merce
Wirtz met with the negotiators
will have charge of that
years service with the railroad.
not they have already had Salk part
Advance Seed Company has long
of the county west of the rail- in a long session but there was
Mrs. Cocke and Mrs. Croft acshots. He explained that a person road.
been engaged in the research and compan
The time and place where no sign of progress.
ied their husbands on the
who has received Salk shots may the
production of premium grade hyBoth management and unions
vaccine will be given on June
trip. They were guests of the railhave an individual immunity, but 30th
brid grain and forage sorghums, road
asked
Wirtz last Tuesday to step
will
be
announced later.
at a special luncheon, after
bermuda grass, millet and alfalfa which
in and try to hasten a settlement.
they witnessed the presenTheir Research Department reWirtz said then they reported that
tation of the gold passes.
cently introduced a revolutionary
agreement had not been reached
aphid resistant alfalfa, AS-13,
on any point in the controversy.
which far autproduces and_putlives
LIONS SEE BtrIJ,, FTOHT
The railroads contend that outcommon varieties of alfalfa.
dated work rules cost them ;600
At the regular meeting of the
Many of the management per- Lions Club on
million each year in unnecessary
June 7, Ralph PuckThe Board of Directors of the
Among the nearly 144)0 gradu- operating cost. They call this
sonnel of Advance have joined the ett showed
a film of a bull fight, Fulton Lions Club has announ
ced ates who will receive degrees to- featherbedding.
staff of Ferry-Morse in their pres- taken while
on a trip to Mexico. that a driver-training course for
day (Thursday) at commenceent capacities. Archie Kroloff, Ad- He was presen
A presidential commission last
ted by Charles An- the youth of the Twin Cities will
ment exercises at Southern Illinois year agreed that the railroads
vance President, will become Con- drews, who
had charge of the pro- be conducted over the next eight
sultant to Ferry-Morse.
University at Carbondale, Illinois, must have the right to make work
gram.
week period. Instructor will be are
two Fulton Countians.
rule changes to keep pace with
Chester Caddas.
They are Margaret S. Moore, of technological advance. It suggestThis program is free to every Fulton, who will receive her ed elimination of the jobs of 40,boy or girl in the twin cities, if Bachelor of Science in Education 000 firemen from freight and yard
they have reached their 16th birth- degree and Hampton W. Lillard, trains as a first step.
The five unions involved in the
day. All who are interested in Route 1, Water Valley, who will
learning to drive under proper receive his Bachelor of Science dispute represent 200,000 on-train
employes.
supervision, should contact Mr. in Agriculture degree.
Caddaa.

Ferry - Morse
Buys Arizona
Seed Company

Croft, Cocke
Receive Gold
Passes From IC

Lions Club Plans
Safe Driving Tests

Two Fulionians Get
Degrees Al Carbondale

Every driver has the power to
My old Fulton pride was bustin'
out all over when I saw the handi- prevent accidents—and. unless he
work of Mrs. Owens for I recalled uses it the toll will keep rising.
(and told her so) that in talking
with Dr. Kermit Hunter about the
dress rehearsal he said: "In all of
the 20 other dramas I have written, the costumes for Stars In My
Crown, are the most beautifully
designed and the most brilliant I
have ever seen." He was lavish in
his praise of the imagination and
the craftsmanship of Artie Marie
The number of school districts in Kentucky with no plans. One problem is school
and her workers and of course
conthat made me as proud as could immediate plans for
integration has been reduced to at struction, necessary before some
be.
districts can consolidate and intemost 10, a state education official said Monday.
grate.
TOMIlly Brady, son of Mr. and
Another Fultonian who has a
Sam Taylor, assistant director
These
Mrs.
district
Frank Brady, of Fulton, ens
were
grated
listed
by
as
the
fall
of
1964.
close relationship with 'Stars In of instructional services, said
one
tered the University of Missouri
A Negro member of the state having no immediate integration
My Crown," is my good friend or two more districts on his
hold- Board of Education
for summer school, having been
recently criti- plans:
Mary Nelle Wright, who has spok- out list may have adopte
d plans cized the board
awarded a National Science FounFulton, Graves, Hickman, Metfor being lukeen to more people, in more places without his knowledge.
George C. Cloys, well-known
dation summer scholarship, and is
warm in prodding local school dis- calfe, Todd, Casey, Muhlenberg
and travelled more miles than the
Only three months ago, Taylor tricts to integra
and
workin
longtime Union City attorney,
g
toward
and
Warre
his
n counties and Mount
Master's dete.
ole time "drummer," preaching report
HARDIN, Ky.,June 11—About gree in physics
ed there were 20 of the
has been elected to a three-year
Sterling independent.
.
the gospel of "Stars." At the press state's
Taylor said the state has made
two dozen travel editors from
206 school districts with no
Tom teaches science in Southern term on the board of governors of
Twenty-two other districts had newspapers
convention last week Mary Nelle integra
remarkable progress since the
and journals High School, near Louisvi
tion plans.
lle in the Tennessee Bar Assn., and as
been
cornered Herndon Evans, editor of
listed
as
having only partial throughout the countr
1954 Supreme Court decision cally
got
a
such will represent the Eighth
He
Jeffers
attribu
on
ted
County
the
.
reducti
on
to ing for an end
the Lexington Herald and bent
to segregation in integration, but Taylor said he un- sneak preview of "Stars in My
Congressional District.
derstands sorn2 have adopted Crown"
his ear a long time about the the interest of the state Board of schools.
this afternoon.
The election took place SaturEducai
on
in
removi
ng
segrega
tion
plans for total integration.
wonders of Dr. Hunter's play.
day in Gatlinburg at the annual
In an eight-year period, he said,
A
Herndon was impressed, for in his barriers and the cooperation of
dress
rehears
al
of the KerHe said he understands that
189 of 348 schools have integrated.
San Juan — Delegations of Tennessee Bar Assn. convention.
column "Between Us" in the Her- local school superintendents.
Warren County will adopt an inte- mit Hunter play, which will
Not
all
of
the
Puerto Rican businessmen are Prior to the election Mr. Cloys
schools are in the gration
open
ald he told his readers of the exJune
"The schools are doing a right
22
in
the
new
am
plan soon, possibly at a
phitheater here, was staged for touring Latin America in an ef- had served the association as a
citement we are feeling about our nice job," he said, "although they districts with no integration plans. meeting Monday night.
Some
distric
fort to spur self-help investment member of the legislative committs
have
only partial
new tourist attraction in this neck are not going as fast as we had anTaylor had been assigned by the
a group participating in the in the area's
integra
tion.
economy. They are tee and on the committee on proof the woods.
ticipated."
state school board to work with Kentuc
ky Travel Editors Tour. said to be finding that Latin busi- fessional ethics and grievances.
Taylor said that before the holdout district
On Tuesday Mary Nelle and I
s. He said he plans
But, Taylor said, he expects all school year
The board of governors is made
nessmen lack confidence in local
begins, he expects to visit them aagin before the
"sort of produced" a 10-minute
Burnet Hopgood 1 directing
fall
of Kentucky's schools to be inte- four or five more
governments and district foreign up of one member from each of
television show to be presented all
districts to adopt term.
the outdoor show.
the state's nine congressional disinvestment.
over these United States. We'll tell
tricts.
Three are elected each year
you when and where you can see
at the convention.
it when it is shown in this area.
Mr. Cloyfas member of the
As you know the Lexington Herlaw firm o Heathcock &
ald is a mighty distinguished newsCloys,
East Main street, is a native of
paper so we are justifiably proud
Former Governor A. B. Chan- unify the party,
Union City. He attended VanderChandler replied: . . . isn't dead."
of Herndon's comments. Here they
They're much older than I am." schools. Breathitt
dler said Tuesday he isn't through "I have not heard
bilt University and received his
spoke
from those other
in
numare:
As for Breathitt, he said: "I Chandler is 64.
in Kentucky politics and charged people. I haven'
erous high schools during his law degree in 1940 from the Nasht sought to hear haven't any high opinion of
this
But he said his faction definitely campaign. Chandler
forces of Governor Bert Combs from them, you
said one resol- ville School of Law. He was admitunderstand."
Lexington Herald, Monday,
fellow. I never have had." He said will have a candid
with using money and jobs to win
ate in the 1967 ution was passed in Floyd County, ted to the bar the same year
He
said
Breathitt and his forces Breathitt has pledged to
and
June 10, 1963.
continue gubernatorial primary.
the gubernatorial primary elec- "abused me withou
has practiced in Union City since
where Combs live.
t any excuse." Combs' policies, which Chandl
By Herndon Evans
er
tion.
Chandler was asked if he would said would
The former governor said he that time, with three and one-half
Western Kentucky is building
"The chances are that I will not
put the State into
come
out
for
isn't
party
unity
taking back anything he said years out for Army service.
Breath
if
up excitement over its first sumbe
bankruptcy.
a candidate, but I am not ruling
In a telephone interview, ChanMr. Cloys also serves as a memitt
or
his
friends
during
should come to
the campaign. "I thought
mer outdoor drama. Nearing com- dler told the Associated Press that
Chandler said he foresees no out the possibility," he said. "I
pletion is one of Kentucky's most because of "the scurrilous attacks him seeking it.
end to the factionalism within the have a responsibility to 264,000 they ran a bad government. I ber of the State, serves as a memthink they are going to bankrupt ber of the State Advisory Council
attractive amphitheaters, located on me in the campaign, it would
"He's not coming. He can't Democratic Party."My people will people in Kentucky. I am going to the State."
for the Dept. of Employment Seoverlooking Kentucky Lake at the be difficult for me to be active" come.
try
stay
to
discha
togethe
rge that responsibilir."
They were responsible for
curity
and is a member of the Tenstate park which bears the same for Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt.
ty."
the scurrilous campaign. I won't
nessee Armories commission. He
Asked about'his future in Kenname. It's in the vicinity of EggBreathitt, endorsed
Chandler charged The Courierby the be a party to that," Chandler said. tucky
is an immediate past member of
politics, Chandler said, "I've
ner's Ferry bridge and not too far Combs Administration, defeated
Journal with scurrilous tactics in
Then, attacking the fiscal poli- never been out
the Obion County Board of Elecof it. What will
from the Kenlake Hotel.
Chandler in last month's primary cies of the Combs
Administration happen depends on time and cir- his defeat. "They don't belong to
WESTVILLE, Ind.—When mem- tion Commissioners.
"Stars in My Crown" is the by about 60,000 votes.
our party," he said.
as he did during the campaign, cumstances."
bers of the senior literature class
name of one of the newest outdoor
But the former Governor hedg- Chandler said:
He noted that an article ap- at Westville
High School were
dramas and it tells the story of a ed on what
He did not rule out the possi- peared in the newspa
would be his actual
NO RISK
per a week asked to define words in the
"If
they
hadn't
smothe
red peo- bility that he would try for the
style
plain farmer "who marches down role, if any, in
after the election praising his ac- of an author
the fall election. ple with money and jobs,
they were studying,
we governorship again.
the years facing every tragedy, "That remains to
An
efficiency expert is a felcomplishments in two terms as two came up
be seen," he said. would have won the election.
with these: rod—a low who thinks he
"I'm not going to be counted out governor.
every trial, every tomorrow, with "you can specul
could set the
ate on that if you
fast
"This faction is not dead. It's of anything. You
car used for running down world on
faith and courage." At least, that's want to."
know they said
fire with a borrowed
Chandler said school boards all old ladies; also,
lively.
Any
faction
that
gangst
can
ers pack match.
(Continued on page seven)
get Adenauer was too old, Macmillan over
Asked whether he will try to as many votes
Kentucky are passing resolu- one. And, thinking
as it did. . . 264,000 was too old, Churchill was
— something
too old. tions forbidding campaigning in depress
ing.
Buy A Band Uniform!

Fulion County One Of Area Schools
Without Integration, State Reveals

Travel Editors
See Preview
Of Kenlake Show

Tommy Brady Given
Science Scholarship

Distrust Hampers

HoHum...Chandler To Bolt Again,Run Again,Newspaper Reveals

Hip Definitions

George Cloys
Named To Board
Of Bar Assin

•

Coffee Cup Ladies Have Their Work Cu! Out
In Making Their Influence Known To Leaders
A publisher of a Corinth, Mississippi newspaper presents a letter-tothe-editor from a feminine subscriber
with a suggestion which he says
"could really make the voice of local
ladies felt in Washington." This is
probably one of the ranking understatements of the year.
The writer of the letter says it
is the feeling of women all over the
country that "each of us should be
vitally interested in getting through
to the Federal Government just what
the people of the grass roots need and
want." She goes on to tell of a homemakers' movement, "Operation Coffee Cup."
This is the way the woman says
it is operated: Key women in the community have a morning or afternoon
coffee for neighbors and friends. Along
with cookies and coffee, bills of pending legislation are served. Card tables
are set up, equipped with stationery,
stamps and pens, and the names and
addresses of Representatives and Senators in Congress. Each of the ladies
is asked to write in her own handwriting, and her own words her wishes
about these bills and to send the letter

to the men who represent them in
Government.
Those who have been saying they
want to do something to encourage
better government but feel stymied
could well take the Mississippi woman's Operation Coffee Cup suggestion.
Citizenship committees in Homemakers and other organizations might
be interested in trying it out. No
young girl in the throes of her first
love affair watches for the postman
with more anxiety than our sterling
statesmen in Washington. Furthermore, it should be apparent to every
thoughtful citizen, male or female,
that faced as they are with a discouraging number of grave decisions,
our Congressmen are entitled to all
the guidance and support their fellowmen can give. Washington can be a
mighty lonesome place for the Congressman who can only wonder what
they're thinking back home.
If the Coffee Cup girls will do
their legislative homework, then take
their pens in hand, that hand that
rocks the cradle could also have additional strength which would be felt
far and wide.

Johnny Was A Fine Young Man, Good Student,
But Johnny Met Sudden Death In Auto Mishap
Johnny was a fine young man.
He studied hard, posted good
grades and was considered a leader in
high school. His parents, rightfully,
were proud of him. And the neighbors
still will tell you he was a "model"
son.
But Johnny had a craving — a
craving that prevails among thousands of Johnnys today. And among
their parents, too.
You could almost call it a disease.
Often it is fatal.
It was for Johnny.
Because Johnny liked to drive.
Fast.
Yes, speed killed Johnny. It killed
nearly 13,000 other people in this
country, too, according to a survey by
The Travelers Insurance Companies.

Speed caught up with Jodumy
when he was returning from a high
school prom. He aproached a sharp
curve at precisely 66 miles-an hour.
They buried Johnny three days
later. And they buried the girl who
had been his date for the evening.
Friends were shocked. Stunned
neighbors poured out sympathy to the
grief-stricken families.
Months have passed since the accident. But Johnny's father thinks often of his son.
Most of all his dad recalls the
days before Johnny was old enough to
hold a license... those days when he
was teaching Johnny to drive.
And his dad knows only to well
who was responsible for Johnny's insatiable craving for speed.

Looks Like Weekly Paperis Here To Stay With You
The American weekly newspaper
is an institution which is as old as the
nation, and it has shown the toughest
kind of staying power.
For instance, a recent census
made by a state news bureau shows
that the state's weeklies exceed large
dailies in circulation by a margin of
2,158,237 to 2,102,204, and weeklies,
it also found, are read in the majority
of homes.
The weekly—in an era in which
all the media are competing almost
desperately for circulation and advertising—has proven its durability beyond any question.
There's very good reason why

this should be the case. The weekly
and small daily paper, is the community historian—an immortal record
of births and deaths, marriages and divorces, business successes and failures, the growth and progress of the
town and the county, the changing attitudes of mind that come with passing generations.
Beyond that, the good small newspaper is a molder of opinion. Through
its editorial columns it provides not
only facts but controversial opinion.
It stirs debate and curiosity. In a
phrase, it makes people think, and
this, perhaps, is its greatest contribution to the nation it has served so
well, long and faithfully.

SERMONtrrt OF THE WEEK

Get The Facts
When H. G. Wells noticed an unusually large stuffed bird in the drawing room of fellow writer, Henry
James, he was perplexed and intrigued.
"My dear James," he asked,
"what is that"?
'That," James informed him, "is
a stork."
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Pubhshers
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
Abe Ilsouse Maas la MO oar nosersaill• lemeise he

Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton,
the first of which was founded in 1880.
Arrow all as1 (selposeirtlens. Asian rt
hem WM to Pfiert Gm« ass ass ritiss. Zarareft

Published Every Thursday of The Year
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Second - eines postage oahl at PIti nj,..
toicky and at additions* mailing offices.
Subecription Rates: $3.00 per year in Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the United States $4.00 per year.

Thursday, June 13, 1963

"Humph," Wells snorted, "it's
not my idea of a stork."
"Apparently, however, it was
God's idea of one," James remarked.
It is a human tendency to assume
that, because we think something is
right, it must therefore be correct.
Reasoning based on sketchy information rather than on complete
facts, often leads to faulty and even
dangerous conclusions.
In everything you think, say or
do, make sure yOu get all the facts.
Base your judgments on reality, not.
imagination.
Be particularly careful, too, to
check whether your idea on any subject is fully in accord with "God's
idea."
It will not only help in all your
human relationships, but also keep
you ever in tune with divine truth .. .
"How much better to acquire wisdom
than gold! To acquire understanding
is more desirable than silver."
(Proverbs 16-16)

STRICTLY BUSINESS
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Saws di01414 SeAcip,4044
HOW MUCH OCEAN?
The Divine mind is infinite and within it are Infinite reso
Infinite Life, Infinite Love, Infinite Wisdom, Infinite Power, and
Substance. The only question is, How much of these things
can you appropriate for your use?
How much INTELLIGENCE can you assimilate and make use
of? How much UNDERSTANDING can you grasp? Haw much DIVINE LOVE can you experience? How much DIVINE SUBSTANCE
can you make your own? The supply is unlimited; the only limit
lies within yourself.
When you go down to the seashore, you find what is practically
an unlimited supply of sea water at your disposaL There are billions
and billions of gallons of water there, but the amount which you can
carry away will depend upon the vessel with which you have provided yourself. If you take a 10-gallon can, you can take away 10
gallons; if you take a pint, you can take away a pint of water. If it
is a thimble, then you will only be able to carry away a very little
water.
So it is with DIVINE ABUNDANCE. The only limit is the limit
of our capacity to receive.

THANK GOD FOR YOUTH

"Before I go any further, what's your

1

vrin•iuss record

Thank God for Youth with the strength of life,
And the will to serve, and the heart to pray;
Thank God for the marvelous wonder-gift Of Youth today.
There are paths to be straightened within our land;
There are darkened ways that have need of light;
Thank God for the Youth of earth who stand
Foursquare for the right.
There is need for a vision of undimmed eyes;
There is need for hands that are clean and strong;
For backs that are straight, and hearts that are wise;
Fo,' lips with a song.
Thank God for Youth with its latent powers;
Thank God for Youth that yet may bring Out of these failures
that have been ours
Some better things.

r

Turning Back The Clock—
FROM THE FIL
June 11, 1943

Lieut. J. D. Hales, who recently
received his commission at Officer's Candidate School and who
is now spending a short furlough
with his parents here, was the
$peaker at Friday's meeting of the
Lion's Club.

Myrtle Pearl Hinkley, daughter
of Mrs. Chester Hinkley of Ricevile and a senior in the college of
agriculture and home economics
at the University of Kentucky,
was awarded the Sullivan Medallion at the University on June 4,
given annually to the graduating
senior woman who has shown outstanding qualties of leadership,
scholastic ability, and moral character.
Mary Norma Weatherspoon, junior in the College of Arts and
Science at the University of Kentucky, was recently initiated into
Mortar Board, honorary leadership organization for senior women. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Weatherspoon.
Miss Anita Sue Pewitt, daughter of Mrs. Mary Pewitt of Fulton, and Lt. William R. Griffith,
U. S. Army Air Force, son of Mr.
W91l1111111

Want to leave footprints in the sands of time? Start making
tracts!
It isn't your position that determines your happiness, it's your
disposition,„

ATICINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

Rev. Kelsie Martin, minister of
the local First Christian Church.
moved his residence to Fulton on
June 4 for the next few months.
He has been studying in Vanderbilt University the past school
year and comes to Fulton to spend
his full time ministering in the
community. He will live at the
home of Mrs. R. E. Pickering at
100 Eddings Street.

FOR YOUR

* FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILTTY COVERAGE
" FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5

NI MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY

The Federal Bureau of Investigation held its quarterly Police
Conference at Fulton on June 11
in the Orpheum Theatre and the
Woman's Club. Law enforcement
officers from Trigg, Lyon, Graves,
McCracken,
Ballard,
Carlisle,
Hickman and
Fulton Counties
were in attendance.

An historical review of the Civil War day
by day in Kentucky, as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War
Commission
By JOE JORDAN

5700 YEARS UNDER THE SEA! That's the combined
time the electron tubes have lasted in the undersea telephone cables along Bell System routes to Europe, Havala,
Puerto Rico, Hawaii and Alaska. The 1,608 tubes now in
use have worked without failure for over 50,000,000 tube
hours or the equivalent of 5700 years. This is also equal
to 100 TV sets operating 24 hours a day for three and a
half years!
* •
*
MAKE IT EASY FOR PEOPLE TO TELEPHONE
other members of your family by having them listed with
your residence phone number. You may include the names
of children and other members of your immediate family.
Also other members of your household with different
names. Keeps them from missing important calls and
brings that "I'm in the phone book" prestige. Extra listings
cost surprisingly little. Call our Business Office now so your
extra listings will appear in the next telephone directory.
* * * •

tle he had in his pocket should
be placed to his lips."
That night, as the Confederate
troopers divided the goodies found
in the sutlers' wagons, an
officer
of Gen. Bragg's staff rode
into
camp with orders for Morgan.
The
Carthage attack was called off;
Morgan was ordered to set
out
with his division and ride with
all
possible speed to Monticello, Ky.
A Federal raiding party had broken into East Tennessee and
was
threatening
Knoxville. Morgan
must try to intercept it when it
returned to Kentucky.
So the Confederates
crossed
back over the Cumber
land and
headed east. They soon got
into
rugged country, with very
poor
roads. At Livingston, Tenn.,
they
were aver-taken by a
tremendous
rain, which continued
pouring
down for nearly three days.
The
dirt roads became almost
impassable. Time after time the
division's
four mounted guns and the
artillery caissons sank axle
-deep into
mudholes from which they
were
dragged out with great
difficulty.
The- Confederates reached
Albany,
Ky., three days later than
they
should have, to learn that
the
enemy raiders had escaped.

The Rebel cavalrymen concealed themselves and waited. Shortly
FOXY
after dark, along came the mail
The new bride may not
train, sutlers' wagons, and an eshave
cort of between 80 and 100 sold- been so dumb--she wanted
to
iers. At the first volley, according
know how to fry stool pigeons
.
to Duke's History of Morgan's
Cavalry, "they went in every direction in the wildest confusion.
WRONG THERAPY
Not a shot was fired in return, but
Lots of people who are taking
the escort manifested plainly that
it felt a very inferoir degree of in- the rest cure would be better
off
terest in the integrity of postal afif they took the work cure.
fairs. Few prisoners were takept
but the mail and the wagons were
secured. In one of the latter, a corTIP TO MOTORISTS
pulent sutler was found wedged in
Emergency hospitals are filled
a corner, and much alarmed. He
was past speaking when drawn
with pedestrians and motorists
out, but faintly signed that a botwho had the right-of-way.
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100 Years Ago This Week

The division Marched on two or
three miles north of the river and
encamped for the night—all of it
except a part of one regiment, under Col. W. W. Ward, wilidh had
been assigned a special mission.
This force rode on until it-reached a turnpike which connected
Carthage and Hartsville, Tenn.
The Confederates had learned that
the United States mail passed
along that road two or three times
a week, escorted by Union soldiers, and that sutlers' wagons often accompanied it in order to have
the protection of the escort. (Sutlers were civilian merchants who
accompanied or
followed the
troops and sold food delicacies,
liquor, and other supplies not issued by the government.)

and
him

Dreams seldom come true when we oversleep.

—sins'--

One hundred years ago this week
the Third Confederate Cavalry
Division, composed largely of
Kentuckians, left its camp at
Alexandria, Tenn., apd rode to the
Cumberland River, which it crossed not far from the small town of
Rome. Its commander, Brig. Gen.
John Hunt Morgan, for some time
had wished to attack a Federal
force which occupied a strongly
fortified position at Carthage,
Tenn., and at last Confederate
Gen. Braxton Bragg had authorized him to do so.
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--CROWELL

and Mrs. Ray A. Griffith of Fairview, Oregon, were married on
May 28 at the Post Chapel, Napier
Field, Dothan, Alabama.
Mrs. L. P. Tuttle of Memphis
announces the marriage of her
daughter, Vena, to J. P. Williams,
Jr. of Crutchfield. The single ring
ceremony was performed by the
Rev. L. C. Tedford on May 28. Mr.
and Mrs. Williams will make their
home in Memphis until he completes his medical training.

1
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THE BELL SYSTEM EXHIBIT BUILDING at New
York's 1964-65 World's Fair is expected to attract 23
million visitors. Moving chairs will carry spectators through
a series of theaters in which the story of communications
will unfold. Exhibits will picture man's first primitive attempts to communicate through the latest advances in
space. It's not too early to start

planning now for next

year's vacation. If you do go to New York—don't miss
the Bell System exhibit
• • • •
SPECIAL NOTE TO JUNE BRIDES: Show your new
husband how efficient you are. Use your phone to rim
errands, make appointments, go shopping. You'll still be
fresh and beautiful when he gets home from work.
•
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Friendliness OfPope John Radiated To
All Faiths; Most Popular World Leader

The Fulton News, Thursday, June 13, 1963

"Give to build strength upo._
strength for the future."
Wilson Gantt of Murray was installed as president of the filinnn
i
Association, and Beverly Spurier
'a
of Owensboro was installed
as
vice-president.
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
"The Pope of Unity" is a comHe began sending Catholic obSome 500 Murray State Alumni
Seven persons were awarded salutatorian of
servers to Protestant-Orthodox
Not long ago, the story goes, an mon and apt designation.
her class of 225 attended the banquet.
Alumni
Scholarships to Murray
Orangeman — a typical champion
gatherings and also received a sucReal Conversations Opened
State College last night (Saturday, students.
of the northern Ireland opposition
cession of Protestant and Orthodok
June 1) at the MSC Alumni BanPresident Ralph H. Woods, who
to the
VETS AIDE HERE!
Catholic Church—was
As a result of his innovations callers. And he sat down in warm,
quet.
presented the scholarships, said,
watching television and looking new ties have formed with other informal conversation with ProL. S. Roberts, contact represenThe scholarship winners, all re- "Receiving an Alumni Scholarship
sadder and sadder as he watched. churches, and they have entere testant observers at the Vatican
d
Council.
cent graduates from high school, is a signal honor and attests your tative of the Kentucky Disabled
Asked what was wrong, he replied into real conversations, not
only
are Maurice Carr Bondurant, Ful- outstanding high school aChieve- Ex-Service Men's Board, will be
glumly:
through the Second Vatican Coun"I cannot remember any occaton
County High School; Barbara ments. My deep appreciation goes at the American Legion Hall from
"Well, Im watching the Pope— cil, but rippling out from it in ion on which we were divided on
Jean Bullard, Henderson County; to the Alumni Association, and to 9 a. m. until 3 p. m., June 14th, to
and I'm afraid I'm getting to like cities and towns around the globe. principal," he said.
Phillip H. Davis, Daviess County; each alumnus who has contributed assist veterans and their dependhim?'
He emphasized not return but
"In our lifetime we have witMary Ida Humphrey, Durett High to the scholarship fund. By so do- ents with claims for benefits duv
reconci
liation. Shattering the old
nessed
develo
pments
that one
It has been part of the greatness
School, Louisville; Donald Wilson ing he has contributed to the de- them as a result of their militar5
of Pope John X::III that, no mat- would have considered almost im- view .that Rome could never
Oliver, Murray College High: velopment of his Alma Mater, service.
change, he told the opening of the
ter what anyone's past reaction possible only a few years ago,"
Betty
Jane Roberts, Hickman making it possible for deserving
Maurice Bondurant
Vatican Council that the substance
to Rome, people of virtually all says the Rev. W. A. Visser 't Hdoft,
County
;
and Sarah Lou Smedley, young people to get an education."
persuasions have liked him. No general secretary of the World of truth was unalterable, but not
Paduca
h,
Tilghman.
M. 0. Wrather, executive secreits understanding and expression.
Other Pope in modern history has Council of Churches.
The
scholar
He saw room for variety. "One
ships were made tary of the Alumni Association,
been so popular.
When portly little Angelo Giu- art,"
Lots of good used sets
possible by the association's first was principal speaker at the banhe said, "a thousand styles."
"The people's Pope," Methodist seppe Roncalli became Pope back
alumni
-giving drive, instituted quet. He reviewed the history of
An insight into his attitude was
Bishop Fred Pierce Corson, of in 1958, he gave a brief talk that provided
last February. The association had the college, discussed its future
early in his reign, in the
New Portables
Philadelphia, once called him."He hinted at the course he would fol- spring
planned to award five scholar- problems and the part alumni
of 1959, when he was visithas opened the door to take us all low. He said he might not con- ed by Archbi
ships but decided to give seven could play in helping solve them,
shop Iakovos, head of
form to the usual non-Catholic
out of our isolation.
when funds collected exceeeded and lauded the association for its
the Greek Orthodox Church in
having instituted a program of
This, even more than his per- image of the papacy, and added:
the goal.
North and South America.
annual
giving.
sonal magnetism, has been the
I have an unpublished account
"The fact is that the new Pope.
Bondurant, valedictorian of his
Willow Plunge swimming pool
towering achievement of Pope through the happenings of life, is of their conversation. "My
Concluding, he quoted President "WE SERVI
wish," opened June 1 for its summer sea- class, will study pre-medicine at
CE ALL MAKES"
John. By force of his vision and like the son of Jacob who, meeting the Pope said at one point, "would son. The
pool will be open from 1 Murray. He is the son of Mr. and John Dickey of Dartmouth who 300 Walnut
Phone 211
his deeds he has cracked the thick, with his brothers, showed them the be to prove myself a foreru
nner to 5 p. m. each day except Thurs- Mrs. Maurice Bondurant of Hick- urged alumni of Dartmouth to
centuries-old wall between Rome tenderness of his heart and, burst- for the coming of church union. day.
man.
"
and the rest of Christendom.
ing into tears, said, 'I am Joseph,
Barry Roper, the pool's manager,
The archbishop: "In what sense
Miss Bullard; the daughter of
your brother,"'
do you understand unity?"
announced these rules:
Mr. and Mrs. James Clayton Bul—Every swimmer must purchase lard of Henderson, was also valeThe Pope: "Unity is that which
And that is how it has been
Accurate
GUARD YOUR YOUTH AND
ever since every believer was a can be effected only by and a seasonal membership for $1.00, dictorian of her class. She will
WORKMANSHIP
then
throug
pay
h
20c
love."
for
children up to major in either mathematics or
"beloved brother."
YOUR HEALTH WITH
The Archbishop: "Therefore I 12 years of age and 40e for teen- music.
At Low Cost
Received Many Observers
agers
and
adults.
presume that unity in your mind
Davis, valedictorian of his grad—Bathing caps must be worn by
Watches, Clods an
uating class of 235 persons, will
Time
Not only did he set up the Vati- cannot be understood in terms of all girls, withou
t exception. No major in physics.
Pieces of All Kinds Amu- can
He is the son of
Secretariat for Christian submission of each church of the floats, air
mattresses, balls or in- Mr. and Mrs. Hershe
rately Repaired at Low Cost Unity, providing the first officia Roman Catholic Church?"
l Davis of
l
The Vitamin Iron Tonic That Builds up your
ner tubes will be permitted.
by—
Owensboro.
The Pope: "Of course not. I
liaison between Rome and Pro—Cold drinks, candy and potato
strength and resistance against Colds. Flu and
testanism since the Reformation, don't believe that unity can be chips
Miss Humphrey ranked tenth in
ANDREWS
will be for sale at the conbut he said both sides had been at promoted unless we promote it cession stand.
her class of 267. The daughter of
other wasting diseases
Jewelry Company
fault in the past and should seek through equality, fraternity, and
Mr. and Mrs. Raleigh Humphrey,
freedom of expression."
mutual ways back together.
3203 Fast Indian Trail, Louisville,
IT'S DR. KEN WINSTON!
she plans to be a linguist.
Trades Small Talk At Reception
Oliver, another valedictorian,
Ken Winston, son of Mr. and
I will never forget the Pope's reMrs. Kendred M. Winston of Duke- will major in physics and chemiSold by druggists and some General Stores, on
ception for the Protestant obserdom, received his M. D. degree stry. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
vers
in
Willia
m
Consist
Everet
te
orial Hall at the from the University of Tennes
Oliver of MurIn Operation Si Yeovil
a guarantee of good results—or by mail post-paid by
see
Vatican. He moved from person to Medica
l Units in Memphis on June ray.
person clasping the hand of each, 9. He
Miss Roberts, salutatorian of her
will intern at the City of
* Large Display •
trading small talk. Then he took Memph
is Hospital in Memphis, class, will enroll in premedi* Well Lighted At Night •
an ordinary chair among them, for one year,
cine. She is the daughter of Mr.
begirming July 1.
shunning the customary papal
* Open Sunday Afternoons •
and Mrs. Thomas Roberts.
throne.
Miss Smedley, the daughter of
Who says times have changed? Mr. and Mrs. Charles
"If you could read my heart," he
Union City, Tennessee
Thomas
Fulton
told them, "you would perhaps We know a man who is looking Smedley of Paducah, will study
J. B. MANESS & SONS Greenfield
understand more than words can forward to summer picnics.
Call 124
Greenfield, Tenn.
science and mathematics. She was
AD 5-2293
say."
•'
Short and stout, with square,
chunky
,
face,
breake
d
nose and
414
large ears and mouth, he is said
to have once told a caller he
sometimes prayed, "Dear God,
working rubber on the road As a result, you get
You knew I was going to be Pope.
more
mileage—because the load is spread over
Did You have to make me so
more
surfac
e, reducing the strain On each in&
ugly?"

Fulton Countian Among Murray
Graduates Receiving Scholarship

TV SPECIALS

Willow Plunge
Opens; Roper
Reveals Rules

$139.95, up

WOOD & PRUITT TV

failures
•

making
it's your
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MON111011mmIr

RIGA - T

Big Bottle $ 1.25

Greenfield Monument Works

OLIVER'S S. 0. DRUG CO.

Add a
phone...

Mary Virginia Page
New FHA President
Mary Virginia Page was installed as president of the Fulton
Chapter of Future Homemakers
at their meeting on May 28.
Other officers are: Carol Luther.
1st vice president; Mary DeMyer,
2nd vice president; Maragret Poe,
secretary; Judy Olive, treasurer;
Cathy Campbell, historian; Ida
Carol Noles, parliamentarian; Patti Hixson, reporter; Mae Mann,
song leader; Careen Harrison, recreational leader.

For non-stop Vacation Fun
count on long-running
Want the happiest
ATLAS TIRES vacati
on ever? Then
. keep yotuid on the road, not

on your tires!
And you will if you travel on the new ATLAS
Plycron, the tire that puts up to 25% more

vidual point.And you get safer,surerstopsfrom
ATLAS' better traction—plus easier steering,
less side-slip on turns,real control. Our famous
Twin Guarantee is honored by 50,000 ATLAS
dealers in 50 states and Canada.Come in today!
STANDARD OIL COMPANY (KENTUCKY)

add a lot to living
A phone in your kitchen works hard
where you Work hardest! It's on
the spot for making calls, taking
calls, saving steps and time. All that adds
up to a lot of easier living for you! can
your telephone business office or ask any
telephone serviceman for details on pretty
colors and the very modest price.

Southern Men

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS COMPANY
312 Commercial
Phone 909

K.

E. I. MclOLLUM hod

FULTON, KY.
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Father's Day Specials:

Of Social Interest

ALL SHOES ... 20% OFF
20% off on all Pajamas and Robes

CASHON - GRISHAM - WRIGHT
MEN'S WEAR
MAIN STREET

FULTON

Big Gallon

Als
,406.
4.1•40ftme
bakSBACMgd
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Week - End Specials
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

KODAK Fl
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Make Dad Happy
5z4 With Pictures
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AUTO FLOOR COVER

•

$222

Rubber Mat
Fits All Cars
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ROCK BOTTOM
PRICE

IFTAbinaths

MEN'S CUFF LINK SET
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Judith Ann Matheny, James Allen
To Wed At Pilot Oak On Sunday

The marriage of Miss Caroline
Rose Hyland, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. P. Hyland of Fulton, and
Eugene Joseph Cekander, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Cekander
of Chicago, took place at 10 a. m.
on June 1 at St. Edwards Church
in Fulton. Rev. Carl Glahn, pastor
of the church, officiated at the
ceremony and offered the nuptial
high mass.
James Pawlulciewicz and Michael Fenwick served as acolytes.
Miss Charlotte Mangold and Miss
Mary Fenwick sang the high mass
and hymns, with Robert Anderson at the organ.
The bride, who was given in
marriage by her father, wore
bridal gown of white satin, with
fitted bodice and long fitted
sleeves. The floor length full
skirt fell gracefully over hoops.
Her veil was elbow length and fell
from a tiara of seed pearl& She

a

•

3oltotti

Changes had to be made in the
nominating committee's slate of
officers for the Fulton-South Fulton B&PW Club, with the result
that the following were elected
at the meeting on June 4 to serve
during the coming year:
Mrs. Ramelle Pigue, president;
The marriage of Miss Judith en her sister, Miss Wanda Kay Mrs. Lorene Harding, vice presiAnn Matheny, daughter of Mr. Matheny, as her maid of honor. dent; Mr& Anna Belle Edwards,
and Mrs. Johnny Matheny of Bridesmaids will be Miss Arleen recording' secretary; Mrs. Ann
Pilot Oak, and James Kenneth Al- Matheny, cousin of the bride, and Whitnel, corresponding secretary;
len, son of Mr. and Mrs. Basil Al- Miss Nancy Allen, sister of the Mrs. Ruth Grooms, treasurer.
len of Route 3, Martin, will be groom.
These officers will be installed at
solemnized in the Pilot Oak Bapthe July meeting by Mrs. Nelle
A reception will be given in the Low,p ast president of the
tist Church on Sunday, June 16,
club.
at 2:00 o'clock in the afternoon. home of the bride's parents imThe club has voted to sponsor
Rev. Roy Fleming, pastor of the mediately fallowing the wedding. classes in Personal Development;
church, will officiate.
Friends and relatives of the however, it was decided to postThe bride will be given in mar- young couple are invited to at- pone these classes until fall.
riage by her father. She has chos- tend the wedding.
Members were reminded to bring
books to the News office not later
than June 15, these books to be
sent to the first college in the
Virgin Islands.

Miss Rose Hyland,Exchanges Vows
With Joseph Cekander TOn June 1

MILK
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Miss Curlin,
Mr.Smithmier
Plan Wedding

wore a single strand of pearls, a
gift of the bridegroom. She carried
a white orchid with stephanotis
and white satin streamers.
Miss Patricia Teagon of Memphis was the maid of honor, Mrs.
Bill McAmis, cousin of the bride,
was matron of honor and Miss
Anita Hyland, sister of the bride,
was bridesmaid. They wore identical blue satin,. dresses with short
sleeves, fitted waists and full
skirts and carried small arm bouquets of white carnations with
blue satin ribbons.
Kenneth Happ, of Chicago, attended the groom as best man and
ushers and groomsmen were James
Thais of Vincennes, Ind., Patrick
Hyland, brother of the bride, and
Robert Hyland.
A reception at park Terrace followed the ceremony.
After a wedding trip, the couple
will make their home in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

James Read To
Wed Mrs. Stinson
On Saturday

Plans have been completed for
the wedding of Miss Brenda Pauline Curlin and Lawrence Edward
Smithmier, whose engagement was
announced April 6.

TASTE•••
a true bourbon
Hiram Walker's

TENt HIGH

$1.115
/
1
2 Phil
$4.01
Fifth

One of the fastest-growing
bourbons in the land
SOI-R

HIRAM WALKER I SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL • 86 PROOF

Mrs. Marie Holland delighted
members with her presentation of
the "Tater" family—Emmy, Dick,
Aggie, Speck, Hessie and Sweet,
using potatoes dressed to represent
the members of the family. Her
talk was a devotional and also a
challenge to members of the club.
Mrs. Kellena Durbin, 'president,
was in charge of the meeting and
gave a report of the State Convention which she attended in
Louisville last month.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Sullivan
and daughters Judy and Janice,
from Dothan, Ala., returned home
on June 11, after visiting with
Mrs. Sullivan's mother, Mrs.
Myrtle Rice, 406 Second Street,
Fulton.
Mr. Sullivan, who is a Chief
Warrant Officer in the U. S.
Army and stationed in Alabama,
is being sent to France the 1st of
July for three years and his family will accompany him.

Aluminum Gliders Folding
Aluminum Rockers and Straight
Chairs.

While here, the Sullivans and
Mrs. Rice drove up to Sikeston,
Mo., and were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Elam.

usD
cif

POTS OLYMPIC PRIZES

Athens — So highly prized in
ancient Greece were metal cookMr. and Mrs. James T. Babb, of ing utensils that copper pots were
New Haven, Connecticut, have an- awarded as Olympic Games prizes.
nounced the engagement of their
daughter, Mrs. Barbara Stinson, to
James Livingston Read, Jr., son
of Mr. and M*. James Livingston
Read of Buffilno, New York.

The wedding will be solemnized
at the Beulah Baptist Church at
eight o'clock Saturday evening,
The weddink
. will take place on
June 29, with the Rev. T. Y. Saturday, June 15, at the home of
Smithmier performing the double the bride's parents, with the Revrnig ceremony.
erend Sidney Lovett, Yale Chaplain Emeritus, performing the
Miss Curlin is the daughter of
Only the immediate
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Curlin of family and
a few friends will atClinton, Kentucky, Route 1. Mr. tend.
Smithmier is the son of Rev. and
Mrs. T. Y. Smithmier of Clinton,
The groom's parents are former
Kentucky.
Fultonians. He is a nephew of
Mrs. Lawrence Holland and Mrs.
No formal invitations are being Alf Hornbeak
and the grandson of
sent, but all friends and relatives the late Dr.
and Mrs. I. H. Read.
of the couple are invited to attend.

ceremony.

JUNE IS DAIRY MONTH

The Fulton News, Thursday, June 13, 1963

Support "Dollars For Scholars"
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WARM WEATHER SPECIAL!
*Nation Metal Storm‘46icia._
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DON'T JUST TELL HIM YOU LOVE HIM,
Show Him With Father's Day Gifts By
_VAN HEUSEN*

%

.
.

4

- 10- 25c STORE

INSTALLED ON YOUR HOUSE

$164.50

wonderful selection of
fashion-designed,
made-for-comfort men's
wear (including sportsweqx)
to please your favorite
Dad
Come in and make your selection soon.

Rii.Weaks'&11.4

OR $7.58 MONTH FOR 24 MONTHS
(WHILE THEY LAST)

These windows have welded corners and weatherstripping, either blind-stop or overlap style.
The door is one of the best doors on the market.
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BALDRIDGE'S

1 Full - Inch Storm Door
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He'll know your
heart's in the
right place when
he feasts his
eyes on the gifts
he loves to receive
—made by Van
Hensen.We have a

COOL SHORT SLEEVE

SHIRTS

CHI

2 POUNDS

This merchandise is FULLY GUARANTEED
and is the BEST OFFER WE HAVE EVER MADE.
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Twin - City Home Improvel;nt Co.
400 MAIN STREET FULTON
TELEPHONES 145, — 1777 OR 1193W1
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Giant Jackpot of Cash

Take A Crack At Piggly Wiggly's
Each Week For 4 Weeks Piggly Wiggly Will Put 100 Silver Dollars In The
Jack Pot. On Sat. 3P. N.July 6 One Name Will Be Drawn For 400 Silver Dollars
—If The Winner Is Not Present 400 More Silver Dollars Will Be Added To The
Jack Pot Making 800 Silver Dollars For The Next Drawing
Nothing To Buy Just Register Each Time You Visit Us. The More
Times You Register The More Chances You Have To Win.
—Adults Only Please—
"YOU ALL COME"

USDA CHOICE MATURE BLADE CUT

•

o.

35

With The Purchase
Of 3Lb.Pkg.

USDA CHOICE

FarioBlAST

Center Cut Lb. 55c

USDA

mgisisT
CHUCK
USDA

ROUND STEAK _ Full Cut Lb. 79c
USDA CHOICE

ENGLISH ROAST

Lb. 5k

SIRLOIN STEAK

Lb. 89c

BACONVLEY

Lb. 39c

PEACES

_ 4 - 2 1-2 Cans $1.00

ALLEN
HUNTS

PURPFRESH
LE ULL PEAS 303 Can 1k

HUNTS FANCY

BarEIRAIRLE CORN 303 Can 1k
ABY SHTJG
PEAS ___ 303 Can lk
i '

TOMATOES_....5-3OOCans $1.00
a
Su
i
l TFISH

LIBBYS DEEP BROWN

PORK & BEANS __ _ 14 OZ. Can 10c

TEA BAGS
COFFEE

OLD BLACK JOE

SPINACH

303 Can 10c

CHOPPED
BAB

303 Can 10c

2 1-2 Can

Watermelons
79c each

10c

AMERICAN BEAUTY

CORN

6 oz. Jar 59c

Florida 28 to 30 Lb. Avg.

DEPENDABLE

TURNIP GREENS

100 Count 89c

1FOLGERS INSTANT

2 OZ. Jar 10c

303 Can 1k

____ 3 Reg. Cans $1.00

PLYMOUTH

SUNSHINE

LADY CREAM PEAS
SHOWBOAT
EAClYE PEAS

Lb. 65c

303 Can 10c

LADY ALICE

SHOWBOAT

PORK & BEANS

ICE MILK

300 Can lk

1-2 Gal. Cri. 39c

DAIRY BRAND

BATH SIZE

PALMOLIVE SOAP

MILK

Only lk

1-2 Gal. Cr!. 46c

DAIRY BRAND

BUTTERMILK _ _ _ _ 1-2 Gal. Cr!. 40c

SUNSET GOLD

FLAVOR. KIST

BUTTER GRAHAMS

Potato Chips
pkg. 39c

JUMBO CREAMS __ 1 1-2 Pkg. 45c

Del Monte Reg. Can

TUNA 15c

Save 20c -leg.59c Size
GRIFFIN SEEDLESS

3 - 18 OZ. JARS

BLK. BERRY PRESERVES _ $1.00
MISS DIXIE
MILK
Reg Can 10c

Shop

35c

FLAVOR KIST

I

FRIGID DOUGH

SUAVE

POT PIES chix - Beef - Turkey 10c
APPLE BAY PINK
APPLE SAUCE
303 Can 10c

HAIR SPRAY _ _ Reg. 99c size 69c
FAKO
iTENING
3 Lb. Can 59c

SWIFTS LUNCHEON

PRE/4
YELLOW SOLIDS

OLEO

312 oz. Cans $1.00
Lb. 10c

BE SURE
OF THE BEST

PRICES GOOD THRU SAT.JUNE 15102—We RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT — OPEN 8 TILL 9 P. P4.7 DAYS — 203 SO. BROA
DWAY SO.FULTON — ACRES 0FREE PARKING
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• CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mn. Harvey Venda
The favorable weather is contributing to farnework progressing
very nicely in this area. Reports
of both excess rainfall and very
dry weather in different areas
should make each of us be thankful for the very favorable weather
that we have had this year.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hall and Mrs.
Mag Hall have returned to their

THERE'S A MAN
IN THIS TOWN
YOU SHOULD KNOW

T. B. I3RUNDIGE
Registered Representative
Perhaps you already do. He
is an active member of your
community. It could be you
met him at a recent civic
function. Or you may have
heard of him through a friend
or neighbor.
He's a local member of the
nationwide staff of B. C.
Morton Registered Representatives. You should get to
know him, because he offers
a service that is becoming an
increasingly important part of
the financial planning of many
families. He will suggest ways
which may help•you to plan
for your financial objective.
He can offer you a choice of
more than 100 mutual funds
for consideration. He will
show you how you may purchase in modest amounts over
various periods of time —
or how to establish a program
through outright investment
of larger sums. He will furnish -you with prospectuses and
other information which will
show the costs, advantages,
and risks of mutual fund havestmerits. Call or write today. In him show you how
you may share in America's
economic future,
THE B. C. Mf`r7P1
ORGANIZATIuN

T. B. Brundige
Dresden, Tenn., 364-3736
• PLEASE CALL ME
O Please sei.d me free racts
funds.
Name
Street
City & SWF.

Over 70 offices nationwide

home in Detroit after a visit to relatives and friends in this community.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Nix have
returned to their home in San Antonio, Texas after spending some
time with relatives and friends in
this community and with his brother Roy at the Kennedy Hospital
Roy Nix, who has been in a very
critical condition at the Kennedy
Hospital in Memphis for the past
several days is improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Eaves and
baby daughter Paige Allison from
Lebanon, Tennessee recently visited his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Strong. Dan a 1963 graduate of
Lambuth College has recently been
employed as manager of the Sears
Store in Lebanon.
Mrs. Darrel Wright and Mike,
Mrs. Charles Maynard and daughters, Mrs. D. J. Jones and Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan visited the McKnights, Graves and Trapps in
Sheffield, Alabama last week.
Montez Trapp and Barry Qualls
returned to Frisco, Colorado last
weekend after spending the winter
in Sheffield where Barry went to
school.
Mr. and Mrs. Guayton Brundige
and children have returned to
their home in Louisville after
visiting relatives in this communi ty and at Dresden, Tennessee.

DUFFY TWINS
By MA'TTIE RICE

%Ines 'Abound with Potential
Poisons,t AMA Official Warr,

• DETROIT NEWS
By ley MIMI.

Children, supposedly "safe at
home," are poisoning themselves
at the rate of nearly 1,500 a day.
"When you consider that
more than a quarter million
home-used products on the market contain toxins, it is not difficult to understand why more
than 500 children die each
year from self-administered
poisons," said F. J. L Blasingame, M.D., executive vicepresident of the American MedIcal Association.
Children are naturally curious, especially the very young
ones. They are prone to stick
into their mouths anything they
can get in their hands. It doesn t
even have to taste good or look
pretty."
Most accidental poisonings
occur in children under five.
Two-year-olds are the most poison prone, with one-year-olds Medicines account fcr nearly half of all accidental poisoning in United States
close behind. At this stage in each year. Discard unased medicine and keep rest out of children's reach.
life their curiosity is at its
height and their sense of fear
A primary cause of such acciAmong suggestions for lessnot yet developed, Dr. Blasin- dents, says Dr. Blasingame, is ening the
poisoning hazards in
game explained.
storing poisonous substances in the home, Dr. Blasingame sugMedicine, especially aspirin, food containers or soft drink gested:
heads the list of items children bottles. A toddler just nat• Keep potential poisons out
seem to like to sample, account- urally assumes that a soft drink
of reach and tightly sealed.
ing for nearly half of all acci- bottle contains a treat. He'll
• Never transfer toxic madental poisonings. In fact, too drink whatever he finds in it.
terials into household
much of virtually any medicine
"The facts are clear," he
utensils.
can produce serious conse- warned—"Between 65 and 70
• Don't leave your child
quences.
per cent of all poisonings take
alone In a room in whiclali
Among the supposed non- place because an item was at,you're working with poi.;
edibles that frequently find cessible to a child.
sons.
their way into children's stom"If we're going to live in
• Give medicines only in a
achs are cleaning and polishing modem homes with modem
lighted room.
agents, detergents, shoe polish, conveniences and modern medIf your child might bav
cosmetics, waxes, insecticides, icines, we have to develop taken a poisonous
substa
paint, turpentine, chalk, some up-to-date standards that cafl
fait
or to
insioe
trucvi
ti
bleaches, plant foods, plaster, will make home safe for
ow at
perfume and decorations.
children.
- • happoat
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ed Felix M. Gossum, member of
the Board of Education, who presented the diplomas to the 48
!!%
graduates. The processional and
GOSH, I SURE HOPE POP
the recessional were played by
CARRIES SMOKE DAMAGE
Mandel Brown, band director.
INSURANCE
Terry Beadles and Teddy Barclay,
Wick Smith, Agency
members of the junior class, servThomas W. Pope, Assistant to Commencement address on May ed as pages.
—Incorporated-the President, Union University, 23 to teh Fulton High School
Members of
the graduating
231 Main St.
Jackson, Tennessee, delivered the graduating class, using as his sub- class are: Willa Kay Bennett,
Ph. 62
ject "Guidlines to Greatness." He
was introduced L., Supt. W. L. Mary Idella Bondurant, Beta Ann
Bowers, Glenda Kay Clark, Dana
Holland.
Elizabeth Davis, Martha Lee DeThe invocation anl the benedicYou'll Say they're delicious!
Myer, Sheri Lou Elliott, Ida Jane
tion were given by Rev. William
Finch, Beverly Anne Haman,
T. Barnes.
•
Josephine Hancock, Sandra Lee
Miss Martha DeMyer, daughter
Holt, Pamela Diane Hornra, Paof Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer,
tricia Katherine Jones, Gloria Ann
gave the valedictory address and
Matheny, Gwendolyn Faye MeriLynn Williamson, son of Mr. and
weather, Lauretta Marie Motley,
Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.
Mrs. Reginald Williamson, gave
Jacqueline Mozelle Patton, Phyllis
the salatutory address.
Gail Pigue, Nancy Jane Polsgrove,
Principal J. M. Martin introducCheryl Darlene Roberts, Nancy

"Guidelines To Greatness"
Speech Heard By Seniors

Mrs. Bauman Is
New President Of Science Church

The weather is simply grand.
The young people and some of the
older ones enjoyed the holiday at
Kensington Park, with all kinds of
Mrs. Helen Wood Bauman begames and other sports, and everycame the new President of the
body was tired.
Christian Science Church today.
Our sick folks are all at home
Her appointment was announced
now and recovering from their in Roston
before several thousillnesses and operations.
and members assembled for the
Last Wednesday night we had a annual meeting
at their world
memorial service for members and headquarters
in
The Mother
friends who have passed on. Bro. Church, The First
Church of
Donald Nunn brought a very Christ, Scientist
good message for the occasion.
Mrs. Bauman is editor of the
Why not drop in some Sunday denomination's
religious periodimorning and hear Rev. Nunn? cals, and will continue
in that
You'll get a blessing from • his position while filling
the one-year
message. Mrs. Mayrne Phelps was term as President.
She tirst began
at our church Sunday evening.
her service to the church as an orRemember the workers' council ganist in St. Joseph,
Missouri, afSunday, pot luck. Try and be ter studying music
for a number of
there.
years in Boston and London. Since
Good news! The Men's Fellow- then, she has served in
many caship purchased one of those new pacities, including
teacher and
riding power mowers. We only practitioner of Christian
Science.
have four and a half acres of
grass to cut, which is lot easier to
CHAMPION IN TRAINING!
do now with "Besty" than before
we had her starting.
Jim Champion, local Southern
June 2 evening services will Bell Telephone Company manager,
start at 3:70 P. M.
left June 6 for two weeks training
Next Saturday night is Fidellis in the Marine Corps reserve at
Class meeting at 6 p. m. Bring a Parris Island, South Carolina. Mr.
"pot" and stay for the meeting. Champion is a Lieutenant in reYou are all invited.
serve.
Our Vacation Bible School starts
July 1, through July 12. We will
PREACHING SERVICES!
have classes for young and old
Bro. Alonzo Williams began a
people, so you can come in any series of preaching at the Water
class or help serve refreshments. Valley Church of Christ on June
The time this year is 6 to 9 p. m. 9. Services will continue through
for classes.You people who come to June 16. Everyone is invited to atDetroit for your vacation, why not tend.
come to see our church and hear
Rev. Nunn. You will enjoy him,
just as we do, and will also meet
a lot of your old friends.and make
some new ones, too. See you in
church Sunday. Your church needs
you and you need your church.
Together, we.make the best company. Call me at 8393074, if just
to say hello.

AY'S

SANDWICH SHOP

HAMBURGERS

Smoke' Says:

25c

ASH TRAYS COME
WITH AU.moDeisi

THICK SHAKES

20c
PIT BAR-B-(1

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

By The Pound
Sandwich or Plate

•••UM thsenfiT
eaprevent forest

Lynn Sisson, Annie Lee Green
Stephens, Rita Marie Thompson,
Glenda Louise Tucker;
Barry Tillman Adams, Kenneth
Ray Allen, Robert Bailey Anderson, John Edward Bennett, Larry
Don Burnette, James Scott Campbell, John Boone Covington III,
Virgil Lynn
Craven, William
David Hancock, Thomas Vernon
Harwood, James Thomas Hinkle,
Chris Ray Hunter, John Kay Hunter, Stanley Mark Jeffress, Harold
Wayne Martin, Douglas Dean McAlister, James Paul McClay, Jr.,
Philip Bruce Merryman, Vyron W.
Mitchell, Jr., Victor Julian Newbern, Charles Thomas Powell,
Philip Lynn Putnam, Barry Edward Roper, Thomas Lynn Williamson.

DROP IN, FOLKS!
CURB SERVICE

L. C. (DOC) ADAMS

EinkgIMS©

For Fine Liquors

US 45-51 By Pass Highlands- Fulton

TAKE YOUR PICK!

FOR HOT DAYS
Hot summer days your guests
will appreciate icy cold milk as
a thirst quencher and refreshing
pepper-upper. Keep plenty of milk
in the refrigerator this summer—
for unexpected company—for hubby and you to enjoy after gardening chores.
JUNE IS DAIRY MONTH
Monza Spyder Convertible

Monza Spyder Club Coupe

Come hill ...

BOTH
NOW

455

or high water

Vacations go smoother in a Chevrolet Corvair

4/5 QUART

Bring on those mountains! They're not so high and
mighty when you've got Coryair's gutty six and rearengine traction working on them.
You scurry up the meanest grades.
You move with sure-footed agility on
wet pavement, muddy lanes, gravel and
other would-be miseries.
And with most of Corvair's weight
on the rear wheels, you have easy steering, too. Fact is, the handling's so light
and responsive we don't even offer
power steering for the car.
And there's more to feel good about.
No problems with your radiator boiling

over or going dry, because there's no radiator. Corvair's
engine is air cooled. No concern about brake adjustments,either, because the brakes adjust
themselves. Nothing much to think
about at all except the good time you're
having.
Like to do that in a sporty bucket,
seated Monza Club Coupe or Convertible? Like to spring into summer with
a 4-speed stick shift* and Spyder package1 with its 150-hp Turbocharged
engine? Your dealer's got just the
Corvair and the Trade 'N' Travel deal
Al YON MOH Ma on it to put you in a holiday mood.
*Optional at cdra cost

CHECK HIS TNT DEALS ON CHEVROLET, CHEVY II, CORVAIR AND CORVETTE

TAYLOR CHERVOLET

104 East Fourth Street

Fulton

MUSK,INC.
Phones

$2.85
PINT

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF UFE"
You've been hopiny for a formula like this — withpinra potency to support a positive sense
of well-beins and mental alert.
mesa. It prOvides important lip°.
tropes. as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral prottctioa
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY DRUG CO.
FULTON,

Y.

$1.45
/
1
2PINT

$45.75 Cass of Fifths

GLENMO
RE
s;ifiEli.l ABE6
GOLD LABEL

4YEAR OLD
OLD
BOND STRAIGHT
100 PROOF

90 PROOF

DISTILLED AND BOTTLED IT GLENNOIE DISTIU.EttEll coupon,
tonurnauctsissoco. SUMP
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CLASSIFIED ABS

FOR SALE. Used Youngstown
combination
-gar48 inches wide:
bp
goldect operating condition. ExFuneral services for Mrs. Milchange Furniture Company, Ful- dred House Lamb were held June
ton.
11 at the Whitnel Funeral Chapel
at 2:30 p. m., with Rev. W. 0.
TV ANTENNAS: We install — Beard, pastor of the First ChristTrade-repair and move. Get our ian Church, officiating. Interment
prices. We service all makes TV. was in Fairview Cemetery.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
Mrs. Lamb died June 10 at McDIRT and gravel: Phone Ful- Alister Rest Home after a long
Illness. Born in Fulton, she was
ton 1741.
the daughter of Mrs. Lela NewFOR BENT: Flew sanding ma- house House and the late Dr. J. J.
chine and electric floor polisher House.
and electric vacu,...n ...:eaners. ExSurvivors include her mother,
change Furniture Cc
Mrs. J. J. House; two sisters, Mrs.
J. B. Riley of Dallas, Texas, and
Mrs. Wade Joyner of Macon, Ga.;
When It's
a brother Harry House of Fulton,
several nieces and nephews.
Real Estate in Fulton

Mrs. Mildred Lamb

— see

CHARLES W. BURROW
309 Walnut

W. W. Brann

Phone 01

William Walter Brann, 85, of
Pilot Oak, died June 8 after an extended illness. He was a retired
farmer.
Funeral services were held on
—The very beet selection of real
June 10 at the Bethlehem Methoestate for sale at all times!
dist Church, with Rev. Norman
Crittenden and Rev. Ray Fleming
officiating. Interment was in the
WE RENT - - - church cemetery with Jackson
Brothers, of Dukedom, in charge.'
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Hospital beds
Brann; four sons, Loyal,
Rosa
Baby beds
Aaron and Namon of Route 2, WinVacuum Cleaners
go, and Ezra of Cuba Road; two
daughters, Mrs. M. B. Russell and
Floor polishers
Mrs. John T. Fuqua of Route 2,
Wingo.

Farm Loans
Conventionai 1..kans
FHA Loans

WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky.
For The

BEST
and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

WALL PAPER—From 19e to 69c
per roll. Lowest prices, finest
quality, 500 patterns in stock. We
haul in our awn trucks direct
from mill and pass on to you our
savings.
Paint

SC

Wallpaper

217 West Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.

Dewey Johnson
All types of Inenranse

nmd
)late

:SI

•

Porter Burkett of East St. Louis
died June 2 in an East St. Louis
hospital. Mr. Burkett, 58, was a
native of Hickman County.
Funeral services were held on
June 5 in Salem Methodist Church
with the pastor, Rev. Robert
Crump, officiating. Burial was in
Salem Cemetery. Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home was in
charge of arrangements.
Mr. Burkett is survived by his
wife and a son, Kenney, of East
St. Louis; a daughter, Mrs. Helen
Hughes, of St. Louis; two brothers,
Marvin and Pete Burkett, and two
sisters, Mrs. Lillie Hopkins and
Mrs. Millie Tarved ,all of the Fulgham Community.

Charles M.Toon
Charles Milford Toon, 77, a
former resident of Fulton, died
June 7 in the Mayfield Hospital.
For several years he had made his
home with his son, Clyde Toon, in
Mayfield.
Survivors include five sons,
Walter Toon of Chicago, Jewel and
Charlie Toon of South Fulton,
Bobby Toon of Murray and Clyde
Toon of Mayfield; three daughters,
Mrs. Imogene Collier of Chicago,
Mrs. Audrilla Kell of Fulton and
Mrs. Joe D. Edwards of Annapolis,
Md., a sister, Mrs. Teresa Willett
of Chicago and a brother Clarence
Toon of Fancy Farm, also fourteen
grandchildren and four great
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held on
June 8 in Whitnel Funeral'Chapel,
with James Thorpe, pastor of High
Point Baptist Church, Mayfield,
officiating.
Interment was in
Greenlee Cemetery.

JUNE IS DAIRY MONTH

Mayfield

B-a

Porter Burkett

Thaddeus I. Koonce

ito p
10P
f

DEATHS

buy It at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"'Covering everytidne
422 Lake St.
!Tilton, Ky.

Thaddeus I. Koonce, 79, died at
10:25 Wednesday morning, June
12, at the home of his daughter.
Mrs. Lucy Day Bennett on Valley
Street. Mr. Koonce, born in Calloway County, was a retired Illinois Central section laborer.
In addition to Mrs. Bennett, he
is survived by one son, Guy
Koonce, of Mayfield; one brother,
W. H. Koonce, of Wingo, nine
grandchildren and several nieces
and nephews.
He was a member of the Woodmen of the World and of the
Maintenance of Way Employees.
Whitnel Funeral Home is in
charge of the funeral, which will
be held in their chapel this
(Thursday) afternoon.

Harry Matson,
Former State
Worker Dies

NOTEBOOK--

Page 7

• DUKEDOM NT. 2
M. o. F. Taylor

(Contheued from page one)
what the brochure which advertises the play says. The drama
tells the story of Western Kentucky, its trouble with the "Night
Riders" during the tobacco wars,
and of the development that followed the advent of TVA into the
region. Such characters as Vice
President Albent Barkley, Irvin S.
Cobb, Paducah's gifted writer;
William Kelly, whose processes for
making steel preceded the Bessemer process by many years, and
Nathan Stubblefield, of Murray,
the first man to perfect the wireless telegraph and make possible
the radio.
Kermit Hunter, whose "Unto
These Hills" still entertains large
crowds nightly at Cherokee, N. C.
after a quarter of a century, is the
author of the drama. Murray,
Benton and the numerous small
towns in the lake region of Western Kentucky are getting all excited about the new drama and
there seems no question about
filling the beautiful amphitheater
of the park. The seating capacity
is about 1,100 and the backers
of the project don't seem worried
about filling the amphitheater
night after night. The Western
Kentucky parks, Kentucky Lake,
draw the largest attendance of
any parks in the country and
from this volume the drama hopes
to keep most of its seats filled during the season.
The drama is to open the night
of June 22, and it will run until
Sept. 2. Looking at the site of the
amphitheater last week as workmen rushed about trying to put the
finishing touches, we felt some
doubt that everything would be in
readiness by curtain time June 22,
but having seen sod being put
down and trees and shrubs being
planted on the opening night of
"The Stephen Foster Story" just a
few years ago we feel sure that
everything will be in readiness
for the grand opening.
A cast of 60 persons will present this new drama. Auditions
were held early and the cast has
been rehearsing day and night.
The amphitheater is built of concrete somewhat similar to the one
at Berea where "The Wilderness
Road" was presented for several
seasons. It is on a bluff overlooking Kentucky Lake and it will be
possible, at some seasons of the
year, to remove the back wall—
which serves as a sounding board
—and utilize the seats as "bleachers" for regattas, ski shows or
races.

If you plan to be in Western
Kentucky by all means see this
outdoor drama. Again copying the
Phone 400
brochure, it will tell the story of
a "great land, a great people, a
great vacation spot" and there will
be "beautiful music, panoramic
Robert Harry Matson, 58, of dances, fun, excitement, tragedy
Hickman, died Monday night at and triumphs." Now what more
Obion County Hospital in Union could one ask in one night?
City, Tenn., where he had been a
patient since Friday.
Mr. Matson was employed by
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
Fulton County Highway DepartCALLING COLLECT
ment before retiring in 1959. He
555 FULTON, KY.
was a native of Fulton County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
CHapel 7-1833
Katie Hooper Matson; two halfMAYFIELD, KY.
brothers, Judge Elvis J. Stahr and
Charles F. Stahr, both of Hickman.
Funeral services were held at
4 p. m. Wednesday at Barrett Funeral Home in Hickman, with the
Rev. Gerald Green officiating.
Burial was in Barlow City CemeSTORAGE, INC.
tery after a brief graveside service.

GILLUM

Summer is really here. We had
some real hot days last week.
W. W. Brann passed away Saturday night at his home near
Pilot Oak, after several weeks illness. Our sympathy goes out to
the family in their bereavement.
Mr. and Mrs. Zollie Holland, of
Mayfeld, were Sunday dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tremon
Rickman.
Estal Emerson is a patient in a
Fulton Hospital. He seems to be
some better.
Mrs. Mary Hendricks, of Farmington Route, is visiting her brother and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. A.
A. McGuire, at this time.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews and
Larry attended preaching service
at Jackson Chapel recently and
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Elliott.
Mrs. Addie Walston, of Wingo,
visited Mrs. Lune Wray last week
and attended the revival at Pilot
Oak Church of Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Huddle were
Saturday guests of their son and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie Ruddle and children, of Gibbs.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor called
on the A. A. McGuires and Mrs.
Hendricks Saturday night. Other
visitors were the Bill Matthews.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates were
the supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Don Starks Friday night.
Miss Allie Rowland has been
staying at home the last few
weeks, but is going to visit her
brother L. A. Rowland, at Lynn
Grove this week.
Our sympathy goes out to Mrs.
Pearl Carr in the loss of her
mother, Mrs. Vodie Yates, of St.
Louis.
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COI)
Is A Good God
By Willis Hicks

There are people who believe in
miracles. There are people who
say miracles ended with the death
of the disciples of Christ. Many
people believe in divine healing
for their bodies, others say it is
preposterous. Yet we read in Malachi 3:6, "I am the Lord, I
change not . . ." Other scriptures
tell us that God does not lie,
neither is He a respecter of persons. His promise, "Heaven and
earth shall pass away, but my
word shall not pass away," surely
means that God will not change.
While I do not understand the
mysteries of that great, big God
of ours, I cannot doubt his supremacy. If He can cause the
flowers to bloom in the spring and
cover the limbs of the trees with
green leaves, surely He can heal
the bodies of the mortals that he
created. It would be a ridiculous
statement to say that God has lost

RODNEY

His power. Neither is He so old that
His mind is slipping. Never will
Be forget His promises to His people. Can we than deny God's word,
limit His capabilities, and say that
God has forgotten His promises?
Should Jesus have died just for a
few people, or can we be included
in His plan for salvation? If we
then accept His death as our
means of salvation, then can we
limit his healing power? Has
Jesus the same power to forgive
sins, yet unable to heal?
Recently I read an article in one
of Rev. Oral Roberts' magazines
The story was 90 inspiring that I
wrote Bro. Roberts, asking permission to reprint some articles in
his books.
Surprisingly enough, he not only
gave me permission to reprint
the articles, he also sent other
literature even more heart-warming than the first ones. His only
request was that I mention the
source of each article. He has such
a stirring sermon on the life of
Paul in the May issue of the
Abundant Life magazine that, beginning next week, I shall endeavor to reprint it. The sermon will
probably be printed in three parts.
The title of the message is "Scarred Saints" and as you read each
paragraph you will agree with
Bro. Roberts,"God is a good God."

MILLER

ANNOUNCES THE REMOVAL OF HIS
LAW OFFICES
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TO

S. P. MOORE & CO.
207 Comirneraial

209 CARR STREET

Phone 58

—Sup Cevers; seat covers
—Upholstering (all kinds:
modern and antique
—Draperies
—Awnings, tarpaulins

FULTON, KENTUCKY

PHONE 905

JAMES HAZELWOOD
UAL KILLEBREW

ON SALIE=,.
"ENTIRE STOCK"
WOMEN'S SPRING & SUMMER

TRANSFER &

AP.

DRESS SHOES
(HEELS)
$5.90 S6.90

$7,90

Patents - Reds- Whites - Bones- Multi
IN KENTUCKY

BEER IS A NATURAL
As natural as the wholesome grains and tangy hops from
which it Is brewed, beer is Kentucky's traditional beverage of moderation— light, sparkling, delicious.
And naturally, the Brewing Industry is proud of the good
living it provides for so many folks in Kentucky. Not
only for employees of the Brewing industry itself, but
also for the farmers and other suppliers of beer's natural
ingredients. In Kentucky, beer belongs —enjoy it.

Fry's Shoe Store
220 LAKE STREET

FTJLTON, KY.

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY
June 13th June 14th June 15th

UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
KENTUCKY DIVISION

•PIERCE STATION
itr UM Mattes Lew*
,
MEMMINI

Vacation Bible School at Johnson's Grove closed Friday night.
All the children enjoyed it a lot.
They enjoyed a wemer roast Friday night
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Royce Lowe
and children Lett Saturday morning for their home in Irving. Texas, after a two weeks' visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe and Jane.
During their visit they and Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Lowe spent a few
days in the Smokey Mountains.
Mrs. Jack Forrest, the former
Libby Rogers, and Mr. Forrest
are vistiing Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Rogers. Mr. Forrest will soon be
going to Korea.
Mrs. Myrtle Orleans spent several days of last week with Mr.
and Mrs: Harry Fields. near Martin.
Mrs. Amos Polsgrove is in Detroit to attend the funeral of her
aunt
Mrs. Mattie Rogers and son,
Harold, spent a few days recently
with Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford
in Dyersburg.
Mrs. William Long is happy over
getting the cast removed from her
leg, after wearing it nearly six
months.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Ferguson
and son, of MemPhis, spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Mancel

Roach and attended the wedding
of Miss Pew Counce at the First
Christian Church Sunday afternoon.
Miss Peggy Connell, of near
lner, of
Fulton, and Tommy
Bardwell, spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Milner.
Mrs. Jane Greer is a patient in
Hillview Hospital. We hope she can
come home on.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Alford,
of Dyersburg, spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. Cecil McNatt.
Miss Fran.kie McNatt, of Memphis,
is spending a two weeks vacation
with her parents.

Never Too Old
To Learn
ORLANDO, Fla. — Steven
Beckner is a firm believer in
teaching adults as well as children to swim. When he announced
his new class for adults, he reported that his oldest pupil had been
a 74-year-old woman. He taught
her to swim within three days.
JOE BARNES GRADUATES
Joe Barnes, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Noel Barnes and a ministerial student at Larnbuth College in Jackson, Tenn., received his B. A. Degree on June 3. He plans to be assigned a charge in the Memphis
Conference.

June 16
Is
Fathers
Day!

liAPPY BIRTIIDAY

•McCONNELL NEWS
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •

The News takes pleasure in
(List Week)
wishing "Happy Birthdays" to the
Bro. Ron Beckett, local Church
following friends:
of Christ minister, and family are
June 14: Joe Dallas, Herschel spending the summer months at
Grogan; June 15: Tommy Phillips, his home in Vancouver, British
Ruby Morrow, John Shell, Thom- Columbia, Canada. He and his
as Babb, June Jourdan, Marion family left Thursday from HenMilan; June 16: William E. Robert- derson, Tenn., where he has been
son, Kendred Winston, Lana Jo attending Freed-Hardeman ColCounce, Sam Hibbs, Bobbye Ann lege. During his absence Bro. Bill
Crutchfield, Leroy Latta; June 17: Haynie, also a student at FreedMrs. Lawson Yates, Georgia Ful- Harcieman and whose home is in
Memphis, will serve as the local
cher, Charles Allen;
minister.
June 18: Gerald Wayne Powell,
Vacation Bible School commencGlynn B. Rice, Jr., Gene D. ed at the Baptist Church on MonThompson; June 19: Janette Mc- day afternoon and will continue
Cree, Brenda Faye Brockwell, throughout the week.
Carolyn Hood, Joan Fuller, Myra
Mr. and Mrs. Thad Parrish, and
Ann Moss; June 20: Mrs. Felix sister, Mrs. Cody Fankbonner, and
Gray,
Diane
Gossum, Sr., Linda
husband of Salem, Illinois, SunBeverly Parclunan, Monette Bar- day.
EXIIM,
Nell
ham, Beverly Cursey,
Mrs. Overby of Franklin, Tenn..
Mrs. Louise Matthews, Mrs. F.
is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. H.
Johnson.
E. McCord, and family.
Mrs. Effie Sharp of Fulton, visited Mr. and Mrs. Sam Welch last
week.
Mrs. Jim Voweil and children
spent last week visiting her mother in Chicago.
Mrs. Thomas Vowell and chilTRENTO, Italy — Mrs. Tullia
dren
of Louisville vistied Mrs. Roy
Cestari, 46-year-old wife of a
Vowell and other relatives here
Trento city gardner, gave birth to
last week.
a 13-pound baby girl. The Cestari's
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Nix of San
have six other children.
Antonio, Texas, attended church
services here Sunday. They have
been visiting relatives and friends
in this vicinity and also visiting
with his brother, Roy Nix, Route
3, Martin, who is hospitalized in
Kennedy General Hospital, Memphis.
Billy Richard Moss left Thursday to report to his naval station
in Washington, after having spent
his leave with his mother, Mrs.
Veneda Moss, and other relatives
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ancil Jordan and
Mr. and Mrs. Buck Wilhaucks are

13-Pounder
Malaya Reports

having some remodeling work Page 8
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done on their homes.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby McCord
and sons have moved to the Clifton Farmer residence. They will
operate the Sunset Motel, formerly operated by the Farmers.
Steve and Stan Pope were disLima, Peru—Lima's Social WelNew York — American history
missed from Hillview Hospital on is usually taught in the 11th grade fare Department plans to hold
Friday, after having been hospital- after 30 to 40 percent of students free mass marriages every two
ized for several days.
who enter high school have drop- months for couples unable to afMrs. Maud Kimberlin has been ped out, says the National Assem- ford a private wedding. Seventy
hospitalized at the Jones Hospital bly on Teaching the Principles of couples have signed up for the
for several days.
the Bill of Rights. The group pro- first mass marriage, in which reMack Brown has been sick for poses moving Bill of Rights les- ligious ceremonies will be followthe past week.
sons to the eighth and ninth ed by a civil ceremony.
Mrs. Paul Long is receiving grades.
medical attention for a foot infecA lot of subconscious individuals
tion.
are worrying about the subconscBrad Boggess was hospitalized
ious.
BUY A Band Uniform!
at Hillview Hospital last week
from Monday until Friday.
Roy Nix, who resides just east
of McConnell, has been hospitalized for some time and will probably be for several weeks more.
His address is Ward 1-A, % Kennedy General Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. It would be nice to remember him by sending cards.

Plarriatet la Peru
Are On The Ruse

Bill Of Rights
Taught Too Late?
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303 Can 19c
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PIENS BELTS. . . $1.11
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Boston Butts Lean

Rib Swift Proten

PIENS TIES . . . .$1.00
Diens Shorty Pajamas $2.99 Pr.
Small, Medium,Large, Extra Large

Lean
Fresh
Ground
Lb. 39c

Short Sleeve Dress Shirts $2.99
Broadcloth and Dacron and Cotton Blend

MENS SOX Pr. 49c and 79c
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SENIOR CITIZENS MEET
The second meeting of the Senior Citizens of Fulton was held in
the dining room of the First Methodist Church on June 6. Mrs. E. W.
Hart, chairman, was in charge of
the meeting, which was attended
by 26 senior citizens.
After a devotional by Rev. W.
T. Barnes and a musical program
with Mrs. Nelson Tripp in charge,
delicious refreshments were served by Mrs. Milton Calliharn, Mrs.
Claud Shelby and Mrs. J. A. Willingham. The group then enjoyed
movies shown by Robert Lamb,
of
pictures
included
which
Shiloh National Park, the Ave
!Tana Grotto near Cullum, Alabama, Stone Mountain, Rock City
and Kentucky Lake around Paris
Landing.

Ke
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Kentucky Rolls Out Carpet For Travel
Editors;Visit To"Stars In My Crown"
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A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS The ,health of every man, woman and
child is of vital public concern, and
WHEREAS the economic welfare of all people residing in our community is of paramount importance,
and
WHEREAS nutrition research has fully established
milk and milk products as essential to the health of
every human being, regardless of age, and
WHEREAS millions of Americans are engaged in the
production, processing and distribution of dairy
foods and many citizens of our own state and community are employed by the dairy industry, and

ing nicely ,following surgery hi
the Obion County Hospital in
Union City. She is able to be at
By Mims Clarke Bondurant
home.
Mrs. Ruby Bondurant spent FriRecent dinner guests of Mrs. day afternoon with Mrs. Daisie
Mary Cruce were Mr. and Mrs. Bondurant and Clarice.
Ernest Johnson of St. Louis and
Mrs. Chuck Binkley and daughMrs. Margaret Garth of Union ters of Knoxville, Tenn., are visitCity.
ing with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ethel Oliver and Lynette Gentry Harris.
spent the past weekend with Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith and
Edna Alexander and Mr. and Mrs. family, of Arthur, Ill., are spendChester Wade, and attended deco- ing their vacation with his parration at Ebenezer. Mrs. Vella ents, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Smith,
Hammonds of Louisville, Ky., Sr. They enjoyed a few days
spent Saturday night with Mr. and camping at Reelfoot Lake.
Mrs. Dood Campbell and attended
Danny Bondurant, of Fulton,
decoration at F'Jenezer.
spent last week end with his
Mrs. Pattie Mae Burnette was grandpareots, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
the Sunday dinner guest of Mrs. Bondurant
Mrs. Virginia Jones has returned
Daisie Bondur: t and Clarice.
to
Last Friday Mr. and Mrs. Roy home from a nice vacation trip
week.
last
Florida
Miss
Cruce, Mrs. Mary Cruce and
Eva Johnson were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cruce in
POINT OF VIEW
Union City.
When a pessimist gets into a
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pruett of
he's down and out—an optirut
and
Mr.
visiting
are
St. Louis, Mo.,
mist c-eisiders the rut a groove
Mrs. Frieze.
Mrs. James McMurry is irnprov- and continues on his way.

• CAYCE NEWS

Kentucky has rolled out the red West to Cumberland Gap in the'
carpet of hospitality for the 1963 East
Travel Edtiors Tour.
News From Our
First stop will be the Governor's
newsfrom
Thirty-two editors
Residence in Frankfort, where the
papers, national magazines, and editors will be guests of Gov. and
Boys In The
feature syndicates have accepted Mrs. Bert Combs at a reception.
invitations to join the statewide Other stops on the tour include
tour June 8-16. Publications which Louisville, Lexington and the
will be represented have a com- horse farm country, Mammoth
bined total of more than 15 mil- Cave, Wolf Creek Darn, HarrodsWith 10-weeks of basic training
lion circulation.
behind them, three Fulton County
burg, and Bardstown.
men are home on 14 days leave WHEREAS the month of June has been set aside each
Cattie Lou Miller, commissioner
Visits are also scheduled for 14 before beginning additional trainyear to honor the dairy industry for its contribution
of the State Department of Public of Kentucky's 33 State parks—
ing in the Navy. Visiting with
Information, said the tour is de- Kentucky Dam Village, Kentucky their parents are fireman apto the welfare of mankind and to place special emsigned to acquaint these out-of- Lake, Pennyrile Forest, Jefferson
phasis upon calling the attention of the public to the
prentice Donald Ray Bunton, son
state editors with Kentucky's his- Davis Monument, Lake Cumberof Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bunton,
goodness and nutritional value of dairy foods, now,
torical and scenic sites and to give land, General Burnside Island,
Route 4, Fulton, Seaman Apprenthem a close-up look at results of Cumberland Falls, Pine Mountain,
tice Randall D. Pope, son of Mrs. WE THEREFORE Milton Counce, mayor of So. Fulthe State's $19.9 million parks ex- Levi Jackson, William Whitley
Lillian McKelvy Route 2, Fulton
pansion program launched in 1961. House, Constitution Square, Pioton, Tenn., and Gilbert DeMyer, mayor of Fulton,
and Fireman Apprentice Randall
neer Memorial, Lincoln Home- M. Jeffress, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ky., in full appreciation of the opportunities herein
Co-sponsored by the Department
stead, and My Old Kentucky M. P. Jeffress, Route 1, Crutchof Public Information, the Depresented for constructive public service, do hereby
Home.
field.
partment of Parks and other travel
proclaim the period of June, 1963, as JUNE DAIRY
Interests, the tour is one phase of
All three young men joined the
Among national magazines that
FOR THE City of South Fulton, Tenn.,
MONTH
an intensified program to adver- will be represented on the tour Navy under the Navy high school
and Fulton, Ky., and do urge every citizen to join in
tise and promote Kentucky's State are National Geographic and graduate training program and
parks system. The tour route rang- Bride's Magazine. One of the completed their initial training at
observance of June Dairy Month, to the end that we
es from Kentucky Lake in the touring editors will be J. Harold San Diego, Calif. Young Jeffress
may all increase our appreciation of dairy foods, imBrislin of Scranton, Pa., a past will return to the naval base at
prove_our health and our own financial well-being.
winner of the Pulitzer Prize for San Diego, Calif. to begin a 15
11M=1..
electricinaval
a
in
weeks course
reporting.
NY whereof, we have hereby set our
an school, then to a 8 weeks school IN TESTIMO
caused the Great Seals of So. Fulton,
London,
and
New
hands
at
in submarines
Bunton will return
MEETING!
Young
Conn.
AT
Ky., to be affixed, this the 15th
Fulton,
and
Tenn.
Inlaid Linoleum and Vinyl
to the naval base, Philadelphia,
day of June, in the year of Our Lord, one thousand
Wall-Te-Wall
Harry Reams and W. B. Hol- Penn. for special duty and young
Insurance
Atkins
man, of the
FREE ESTIMATE
nine hundred and sixty-three.
Pope will return to the naval
EASY TERMS
Agency, attended a three-day base, Key West, Fla. for special
(Signed)
briefing on insurance this week, duty also before being assgined to
UPHOLSTERY: ALL KINDS
Milton Counce, Mayor So. Fulton, Tenn.
conducted by the United States the fleet.
Company
Guaranty
and
Gilbert DeMyer, Mayor Fulton, Ky.
Fidelity
S. P. MOORE & CO. in French Lick, Indiana, in con- OKINAWA—Marine staff Sernection with the new package
Phone SS
University, Manhattan. His wife, net training, and military drill.
policies now sweeping the coun- geant Leroy Hicks, son of Mrs.
Commercial Avenue
Three weeks were spent on the
Norah Lynch of Route 5, Fulton, Mary, lives ip Junction City, Kan. rifle range where each recruit
try.
Ky., departed Camp Pendelton,
fired the M-14 rifle and was inCalif. May 1 as a member of the
structed on the use of other inFirst Battalion, First Regiment of
fantry weapons.
slated
the First Marine Division
for a 13-month tour of duty with
ALBANY, Ga. — Marine Staff
the Third Marine Division on OkiSergeant William E. Paschall, son
nawa.
of Mrs. Ada M. Paschen of 423
Upon arriving at the Far East
Cedar, St., Fulton, Ky., recently
island they will be redesignated
reported to the Marine Corps SupRegiNinth
the Second Battalion,
ply Center, Albany, Ga.
ment.
He is serving with Storage ComThird
the
joining
Shortly after
pany, Material Battalion.
Division, the unit will participate
Paschall reported here from
in mountain and cold weather
Okinawa.
training at Mt. Fuji, Japan. They
Before entering the service in
will also spend a two-month trainSeptember 1951, Paschall attended
ing phase as the Seventh Fleet's
Riverview High School, Hickman.
floating battalion landing team
with scheduled visits to Hawaii,
Japan, Korea, the British Crown
JUNE IS DAIRY MONTH
Colony of Hong Kong and the
Philippines.
This unit transfer is part of the
transplacement system designed to
. Calliham
Pvt;
keep the Okinawa-based division
irs HERE
an effective part of the nation's
PARRIS ISLAND, S. C. — Ma"force-in-readiness."
rine Private Michael J. Calliham, The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
son of Mr. and Mrs. M. T. CalliBelts — No Straps —
No
Ky.,
ACADEMY,
Fulton,
U. S. AIR FORCE
ham of 306 Park Ave.,
No Odors
Colo.—Cadet James W. Tipton of completed recruit training May 15
by Doctors — The
Approved
Recruit
comrecently
who
Hickman, Ky.,
at the Marine Corps
World's Most Comfortable
pleted his first year at the Air Depot, Parris Island, S. C.
Truss
Force Academy, is on a field study
The 11-week indoctrination to
trip to Air Force, Army and Navy
CITY DRUG CO.
installations across the United Marine Corps life included instruction on basic military law, 408 Lake St.
Fulton
States.
Cadet Tipton, a member of the discipline, physical fitness, bayoPhone 202
East State Line
class of '66, will receive detailed
ae
briefings and participate in actual
jet flights and shipboard activities
during the trip. The training is de••
signed to give him a thorough indoctrination on major operational
commands of the Department of
Defense.
The cadet is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Woodard C. Tipton, Rt. 1,
Hickman. He is a graduate of Fulton County High School.
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ARMSTRONG

SEED CLEANING
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The elegant straight bourbon
that's aged twice as long
as a lot of others. Enjoy
extra years of mellowness
at no extra cost.

RUPTURE

CERTIFIED SEED
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HIRAM WAIKIA A SONS 'HI 4PRIt

Plan a VACATION
or a resort WEEKEND
at Louisville's

There's a
mighty good reason*
to insist on

FORT RILEY, KAN. — Army
Specialist Four William F. Green,
21, son of Mr. and Mrs. William J.
Green, Route 3, Hickman, Ky.,
qualified as expert in firing the
M-14 rifle at Fort Riley, Kan., early in May.
Specialist Green is a rifleman
in Company B of the 1st Division's
2d Battle Group, 8th Infantry. He
entered the Army in June 1961
and received basic training at
Fort Riley.
Green attended Kansas City

- Hiram Walkeris

Amiummom
OPEN

*Imported Botanicals
make it extra smooth

FOR BUSINESS
COMPLETE 1-STOP SERVICE

qbnight, enjoy the crystal-dry
gin with the extra quality of
Imported Botanicals—made according to an old English formula — by Hiram Walker, now
In its second century of distilling leadership.

GASOLINE — HATTERIZS
OIL — TIRES — WASHING
GREASING — TIRE REPAIR

ROAD SERVICE

MTH

$3.75

Open 24-Hours A Day; Prompt,
Courteous Service; Your Bold-

PINT
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PINT ... $1.10
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Fulton, Ky.
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BROWN SUBURBAN
HOTEL!
Why spend a big part of your vacation
dollars simply to get to a wonderful
place to stay?
Right here in Louisville, you can enjoy a splendid resort hotel, completely
air conditioned and with its own lovely
restaurant (featuring dinner music and
supper dancing, nightly) its own
beautiful new cocktail lounge — its own
private swimming pool — and also have
golf, tennis, boating on the River, and
all the other pleasures of a big city,
just a few minutes away.
Write for reservations, either for a
weekend or for your complete vacation!
Address:

:4e.•
The Brown Suburban Hotel is located an Bardstown Hoed, just south of the Watterson Expressway. Thus it is easily accessible to all
major highways from the north. south, east
and west— is only a few minutes by car from
Standiford Airport and downtown Louisville.

The'BROWN SUBURBAN HOTEL
Bardstown Road at Watterson Expressway, Louisville
Telephone: GLendale 8-3201 ,

It is with deep regret that I leave
1963
13,
June
Obion County and 4-H Club Work
day,
Thurs
The Fulton News,
Page 10
This pest year and a half has been
a joyous, satisfying experience for
me. There is no work in the world
more enjoyabiL than working with
n, especially the caliber of
childre
By Richard Couch
those in 4-11 Club work.
At. County Agent
As I see it, there are two main
will be my last news column
This
are
and
,
ukelele
the
on
lves
themse
of 4-H work, in terms of
Bonita Burrow, daughter of Mr.
as your Assistant County Agent. avenues
s.
costume
iate
appropr
in
and Mrs. Mac Burrow, and Car- dressed
men Gardner, daughter of Mr. and
They will represent the District
Mrs. Ham Gardner, both of South
the State 4-H -Share-The-Fun
In
top honors in the DisFulton, to
contest in Knoxville in August.
trict Share-The-Fun Contest on
District Demonstration Day for
Other South Fulton winners in
West Tennessee 4-H Clubs held in demonstrations were: Gene CanJackson, Tenn., on June 1.
non, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
calling
,
Cannon, first place in entymology
Carmen
and
Bonita
State 4-H
themselves "Pete and Repeat," and a scholarship to the
BurSusan
le;
Knoxvil
at
the
p
in
Roundu
ance
appear
first
made their
frozen
the
in
place
recent BYFY Talent Show here. row, second
Burrow,
They won second place in the food demonstration; Brent
Burrow,
Mac
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Obion County Share-The-Fun Con- 'son of
division
senior
the
in
place
third
"The
duet,
a
test. They sing
ration.
demonst
Craw-dad Song," accompanying In tractor

"Pete.and Repeat" Take Honors At
Tennessee District Demonstration

011011 COUNTY
FARM NEWS

getting the most out of club work.
RECORD BOOKS and DEMONSTRATIONS!! The boy or zirl who
sets his goal to achieve the most
should keep these 2 things in
mind. Record books are essential
to winning 4-H Work, in all projects. Demonstrations are necessary in most projects, but even in
those, record books count 60 to

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

The following were patients in
the Fulton Hospitals on Wednesday, June 12.

Dr. John W.Oswald
Dr. John W. Oswald, vice-president of the University of California, will become the sixth president of the University of Kentucky on September 1. Named to
the post by the UK Board of Trustees, he succeeds Dr. Frank G.
Dickey, who is to become executive director- of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.

HILLVTEW HOSPITAL

Mrs. Nell Warren, Mrs. Loyd
Henderson, Mrs. J. C. Wilbur, Mrs.
Harold Henderson, Jane Greer,
Bruce Meacham, Mrs. Charles
Jones, Judy McIlwain, Marlene
King, Mr. and Mrs. James Haygood, Lou Ann Boggess, Mrs. Hall
Glover, Fulton; Mrs. Ben Barber,
Mrs. Charles Haley, South Fulton;
Mrs. Everett Dockery, Clinton;
Mrs. Carnmie Newton, Jackson,
Tenn.; Dewey Newsom, Union
City; Billie Killebrew, Louisville;
Gene Yates, Pilot Oak; Mrs. Ray
Collins, Water Valley, Mrs. EuZIONSVILLE, Ind. - William gene Foster, Dukedom.
Shoemaker was most disturbed
when burglars took more than
FULTON HOSPITAL
$1,000 worth of furnishings from
Leon Fields, Mrs. ..aura Carr,
his home near here. But his wife
was more upset by the theft of two R. L. Johnson, Mrs. Christine Mcbundles of diapers. She's the Clelland, Walter Voelpel, Mrs.
Billy Madding, Fulton; Mrs. John
mother of twins.
Killebrew, South Fulton; Morgan
Davidson, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs.
THE PAY-OFF
Carrie Puckett, C. E. Jackson,
Route 1, Clinton; Burney Barnes,
Men who take orders from war- Ernest Morgan, Mrs. Etta Stephdens are the boys who boasted ens, Water Valley; Miss Boon
they could do just as they pleased. Walker, Route 1, Water Valley;
Vernon Melton, Route 3, Martin;
F. J. Thomas, Sharon, Tenn.; Tom
AM CONDITIONED
Westpheling, St. Joseph, Mo.; Mrs.
Lula Conner, Mrs. Thurman Howell, Crutchfield; Mrs. Bill Brown,
Dukedom; Calvin Evans, Route 4,
Union City; J. E. Roper, Route 4,
Hickman.
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EastmanCOLOR CirtemaScov.
SUNDAY & MONDAY

From our big Spring and summer catalogue:
Sunbeam Electric Razor .. $10.88
1-4-inch Electric drill .... $ 9.95
7-inch electric power saw $29.95
Large reclining chair .... $49.95
$39.95
GE AM and FM radio
Folding chaise lounge .... $ 8.88
4.69
Folding lawn chair
$ 4.99
Garden cart
$ 9.87
Bar-B-Q grill
Mens waterproof storm suit $ 5.69
$ 2.49
Picnic cooler
2.98
Picnic jug
$ 1.44
Golf balls, 3 for
$ 9.67
Fishing rod and reel
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2'6°' 39' Ajax Cleanser
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Vel Beauty soap
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Spic& Span .29c Duz
77Blue Cheer
Dash Detergent
Comet Cleanser 2
3-Lb.
644z.
Box

& 1-Lb.
644-Oz.
Box
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13-0z.
Box
1-Lb.
Cans

32' Mr. Clean
229 Downy Rinse
33' Salvo Tablets

Box
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Bottle
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1-0z.
Bottle
2-Lb.
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Box
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Nabisco
Ritz Crackers

3 711c
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Box
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Box
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JONES HOSPITAL
Eugene Hoodenpyle, C. L. Humphrey, Mrs. Florence Knighton,
Mrs. Bessie Henley, Jahn Worley,
A. C. Butts, Mrs. Earl Hefley and
baby, Mrs. Roy Fields, Fulton;
Johnny Campbell, Route 2, Fulton; Estelle Emerson, Dukedom;
Mrs. Gardie Lawrence, Johnny and
Patsy Matheny, Wingo; Mrs. Guy
Latta and baby, Water Valley;
Roscoe Shanklin, Dresden.
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Cut-Up,
(
Split or

HOSPITAL NEWS

percent of the cases. Therefor% I
repeat: "ADULT LEADERS ARX
AEtSOLUTBILY ESSCNTIAL 'PO
4-11 CLUB WORIC.11 In a" -hues,
club meetings, organizatiarir and
project work.

57 percent of ale total score. I'm
talking about winning at the district, state and national levels.
However, anyone who wishes to
set his goals for these heights, can
win with work nd effort!!

A&P Instant
Coffee

99,

100% Pure Coffee

maw 10-0x.
loc) Jot

SUNSHINE

Hi-Ho Crackers
1-Lb. 1160
Box

a

STRIETMANN

Zesta Crackers
16-0z. 290
Box

Thrill
UQU1D DETERGENT
1-Pint
6-Ox-Can

L30
LP

Dove Soap
2 Z.: 39c
2 Latrhs 4spc

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT.. JUNE 15
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

iP

tood Stores
AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCI 1859

Kleenex

Kotex

FACIAL. TISSUE

FEMININE NAPKINS

2

400
of
Pk"

53°

Kotex Belts
Each

39
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